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INTRODUCTION 
Research has indicated that skill in auditory perception ;J 
appears to have a significant influence on the attainment of 
success in beginning reading. Many other factors may be 1m-
portant in the learning process. This study is an attempt to 
discover the relationship between auditory discrimination, as 
measured by the ability to identify word sounds, and the fol-
lowing factors: 
1. Mental age 
2. Reading vocabulary 
3. Accuracy of articulation 
4. Speed of articulation 
5. Extent of vocabulary 
6. Auditory acuity 
7. Singing ability 
sex differences will be studied in the same factors. 
The study will be carried on with children in grades one, 
·two, and three. 
I 
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VI 
OHAP'l'ER I 
SUIOIARY OF PREVIOUS RESEAROH 
CHAPTER I 
SUM ~ARY 01<' llEV! OUS RESEARCH 
The importance and compl exity of hearing 1n edUcation, 
ep ei lly in reading, cannot be overemphasized. In 1937 
G-ates l wrote: 
There is evidence t hat sevel'al t ypes of defects · 
of hearing may be a major contribUting cause or read• 
1ng difficulty. several studies ha o shown that 
teachers are often unaware of hear1na detioienc1es 
so serious that the pupils cannot ol arly understand 
what is being said or read to them. Children sutter• 
i ng from such detects are otten thought merely to be 
inattentive, incU1'fe:rent or lacy. There 1e some 
evidence, furtbermo:tte• t hat some chil dren have def1-
c1enc1ea for tone within a certain r ange only and 
othe:r specific types of defects that may make 1t 
especially d1ff 1C'Ul t for them. to tollo :'i phonic exe:tt• 
oises. 
Since then, studies have been made, not only with ch1ld:tten 
but with a dults, Which sho suoh bel1ets to be true. These and 
other tudies have contributed muOh to what is knoYrn today 
about auditory factors. 
l Al'thur x •. Gates. "Diafinosia and Treatment of Extreme 
Cases of Reading Disability. Th1rty-S1~th Yearbook of the 
National sooiety for the Study or Education, Part t. · Blooming• 
ton, i11lnois: =Public Schoo! Publishing Company, 193'7. 
P• 399•400. 
AuditOl'x &ouit:z: 
A hearing aurvey was done among Syracuse school children 
by Laurerl in 1926•19271 to de ermine the amount or deafness 
and partial deafness. Pour thousand, tour hundred and nineteen 
children of eight schools in grades three through eight had an 
audiometer te t and he toun • 
2. 
3 .• 
4. 
5. 
6. 
he i mpai red hearing mounted to 11.3 per cent or 
all the pupils examined in grade school •• slightly 
higher among girls (12 per cent) than among boys ( 10.6 per cent). 
~he amount o£ impaired hearing in different schools 
t all ages varies considerably.. The minimum amount 
f ound was 1.9; the maximum, 1'7 . 6 per cent. 
The highest per cent or ·1mpa1r ed 1 ear1ng was found · 
in the fourth gl"*ade where the av rage age 1s ten 
years. 
We believe a language handicap may influence the 
result of the examination 1n the lower grades. 
Among the 4,419 pupils examined, t he findings were 
as .t'ollo\ s : 
88,6 per cent with normal hearing 
9.6 per cent with heaPing loss of' 
9•12 ensation unit 
1.2 per cent with moderate degree 
of hearing los 
0.6 per cent with sev re degree of 
hearing lo•us 
Pr .oper me d1ca1 attention could be expected t o :re-
store to normal or nearly normal eighty per cent 
of the pupils with impaired hearing. 
A similar survey was undertaken in Washington, D. o. and 
Bagel!ibown, Maryland in 192'7. One thousand, eight hundred and 
!Prank A. Laurer. "A Hearing swvey Among a Gl!oup ot 
Pupil of y:raeuse Schools." American Journal of PUblic Health 
18s 1 53•1360; November 1928. 
2 
sixty Children in ~ades t~ee through nine were tested by 
means o~ an audiometer and eight ear phones. Stet-ling and 
Belll reported the follow1nrs , in dings: 
l. 
2. 
4 . 
s . 
6. 
'1. 
ln the whole group studied, there appeared to 
be more normal or above normal hear ing among 
t he older Children. 
ong th actually hapd of 1-u!t aring (los-a o 
nine or more units). the older children were 
in t he majority. 
I n general, there was sl i ghtly more sign1t1eant 
· impaiment among the boys of all ages ·than amo g 
the gil'l~. 
I n no group at any a ga , when both sexes wer 
t .ken tog ~th~ • "id tho r ate of obUdr en th 
significant hearing los rise aa high as foUl" 
per cent . 
I n general, there w s a h i gher proport ion f 
l t t ears with goo( hearin g than of right e~s . 
The percentase o children wi th i nsignificant 
hearing loss 'Ia .. gen rally greater in the 
overage•tar•grade group. 
Among t he children doi ng the poorest school ~o:rk 
in the youngest and oldest group -. there was the 
large t ·amount of significant heal?ing losa. 
a. he h.ighe st percentage of' children th s1gnifi• 
eant heEU .. i ng loss wa · f ound 1n th group w1 t h . 
the lo es · intelligence quot ient . 
!'he following ye r Pl etcher2 tested with a phonogr ph 
aud1omet r , and r ,ported that 
1 .• BlanCh sterling and Eli zabeth Bell. "Hearing ,ot 
school Ol'lildren as J4ea11tll'ed by the Audiometer and as Related 
to s chool Work. " u. s,. Public Health ReEor& 45: l l lwt-113 J 
xa,. 1e, 193o. 
2narvey Fletcher . "Disco cring Cbilc:tt-en with Defective 
J{eartng." Elementary School JouJ'nal 29: ~72•1'13; November 1928 
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... or aver 4,000 school children thus tested by 
J• B. Kelly of our laboratories and his assistants, 
1t · as found that 595, o 14.4 per cent., were hard 
of hearing, ~ .2 per oent had detects in both ear a_, 
and 11.2 per cent had defects 1n one ear only. 
\ aldma.n, Wade and Aretzl su~eyed partial deatneaa among 
lt0~9 children i n tro publ ic school in gr ades to~ to eight 
to determine th e e ffect o · 1 pa,ired hearing upon school chieve 
ment. They roundt 
1 . The eorrel t ions bet if en hearing an retardation 
were slightly higher than those bet e n he lll'ing 
and the e ucationa quotients • 
6. 
• • • poor hearers ar one year 'behind the good 
hearer in a el'age achievement, · OOl' hearers are 
r, ~ire .t o rep at g ade mor~ o ten than the 
good hearel's 1n the proportion of nine to five•• 
double .and triple gre.de repetit ions occur more 
fr · quentl y 1 th · poor hearers , that the divergence 
in a chievement betw en good heal"el•a and poor 
hea.rers is greater than their diver ence in i n • 
telligence. 
Hard of hearing chUdren are handicapped in learn• 
ing the subjects i n th · public lementary school 
curriculum. ven inor losses i n h aring tend to 
l m.e!:t the l evel of · ehool attainment . · 
chtevement i n all sub jec.ts tested in this 1nveat1-
g t lon is di turbed by h e r ing lose ••• as hearing 
los omes greate , the more mark d is the l oaa 
in subject eh ievement and i n t otal aohievement. 
Children suffering from partial dearness very 
commonly have speech · eteet s. · 
The ef'fort made by <'h ildren l 1 th th greater 
hearing loss. however , deo~ines perceptibly. 
It is pl i nly eviden t that hearing is a moat tm• 
portant sense in education. 
!John L. Waldman, Francis A• Wade and Oarl w. Aretz . 
Hear1ns and 'the School Child. 'I!! abington: The Volta Bureau, 19!o. · 
4 
The authors also learned that more children in the fourth 
grade had serious hearing detects . than in any other grade, and 
that impairment decreased through the grades till the eighth, 
then increased. Unlike similar studies, they found more girls 
than boys had impaired hearing. 
)faddenl used a 4•A Audiometer to test the children in 
grades three through six. Porty•aiX non•hearere were matched 
with the same nwnber ot normal hearers and were given the 
Stanford•Binet Test ot Intelligence and Stanf'ord Achievement 
Tests. He reported: 
1. The relationship between auditory acuity and 
scores on tests of intelligence is expressed 
by a ooetr1c1ent of correlation ot .124 • .029. 
-
·2. There is no indication that hard•ot-hearing 
children have a language problem. 
3. Correlation coefficients between auditory loss 
and achievement, with intelligence part1alled 
out, ·are all very small, and cluster around 
zero. They are positive almost as often as 
negative. 
Moreover, when th.e amount or intelligence was held con-
stant, or when deficiency in hearing was increased, there was 
no difference in achievement. 
conway2 in 193"11 tested hearing among Toronto public aoho 
!Richard Madden. "rbe School Status of the Hard•of•Bear1ng 
Child." Contributions to Education, No. 499. New York: 
TeaChers College, Columbia university, 19~1. 
2o. B. Conway. "The Baaring Abilities .of Children in 
Toronto Public Schools." Ontario College ot Education, De-
partment of Educational Research, Bulletin Humber 9. Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 19!7. 
\ .· 
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children. tUne hunwed and thbtty•tlrree were found to have 
normal hearing" He says that when ;retattdation is based on age 
instead of 'teats, th&l'e was none among children w1 th no hearing 
loss, 2.:3 months for children with a ten per cent loss, and 
12.2 months for those with a t wenty per cent loss. Retardation 
was not determined by standardized tests, however. 
Ansberryl compal"ed tests with ear phones and microphones 
and reported: 
1. There appears to be no real difference between 
hearing with t he speaker and with phones. 
2. Vowels tend to be rut slightly more 1ntell.1gible 
than consonants under the conditions prevailing 
in the$e tests, showing an average intelligibility 
of 99.36 per cent on the amplified tests as com• 
pared to 98.69 per cent for the consonants. a 
difference of 0.67 per cent and 99.83 per cent on 
the control test as compared with 99.5~ per cent 
for the consonants, a di.fterence here ot 0.30 per 
cent. 
z. '!'hat · tran8m1atsion system which proved best tor 
vowel transmisaion as. least etticient tor con• 
eonants and the opposite was also true. 
4 • Persons :familiar with English speech sounds are 
not handicapped 1n understanding or disor1mina• 
ting between speech sounds when frequencies above 
4: 1000 atie el1m1nated. 
In 194:5, Pluu.rner2 t .ested sixteen "high frequency" con-
sonants and ea1dt 
1Jie:rle Ansberry. "The Et:f'ect Upon the Ability to Die• 
criminate Between Speecb Sounds by the Elimination of Pre• 
qu~nciee Above 4l!OOO Cycles •. " .~uarterll .Journal of SJleech 24 : 
381•389 J October 1938. · 
2R. If. Plummer. "High Frequency Deafness and Dis crimina-
tion of .High Frequency Consonants." Jo\ll'*nal ot Speech Dlsorderl! 
a, 373·381 ; 1943. 
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••• nine out of tirty•two ha d mild to severe 
oases of high frequency deafness, ••• (but) no 
appreciable d1tt1<lllty in d1sorim1nat1ng between 
the consonants which heretof ore have been said to 
depend highly upon sens i t i vity to the higher tre• 
quencies. It al so appears that no g iven .consonant 
.sound is dcminantl dependent - tor ita_ di cr imina-
t i on upon any spee1t1c ~equ.enoy along . the range 
said 'to . be uaed in speech. 
·Tentati ve conclusions :f':rom the experiment weret 
1. Hi gh tre~ency dearness seems to have no appre-
ciable influence upon an indivi dual's abil i ty 
to discriminate between the ao•called "high 
frequency" sounds ot speech. 
The abi l ity t o d iscx-1mi n ate bet ~een the se sounds 
appears to be chiefly inf luenced by the amount 
ot hear ing loss and t he .exten t ot t he loss among 
the apeeoh range, particularly t he extens ion of 
the loss toward the fundamental trequ noie • 
3. Specifi c consonant sounds _do not appear to be 
dependent tor the1:r d1scr1mi l1Bt1on upon specific 
tre~encies i n t he higher- ranges. 
Rossignoll studied the r ela tionships bet ween hearing aoUi 
and speech production, and between t he latter and reading per• 
f ormanoe. Te t s wax-a gi ven in hear ing acui t y , oral oomprehen• 
' ' 
aion, intelligence, reading and speech, with the fol l owing 
conclusion s a 
1. · • • .there 1s a signif icant dif'terence between 
the .r e lationshi p of' hearing a ou1 t y end speech 
p;roduction as measured by the articulation test, 
and t he :rel ati onsh i p bet een bearing acuit,- and 
speech production as mea sured b:y the sound Re• 
petit ion Test . 
1L. J. Rossignol• "The Relationships Among Hearing Acuity 
Speech Product ion and Reading P r f ormance in Grades l A, lB and 
2 •. " pontribltions to .Educa tion, No. 936. New York: Teaohe:ra 
college, doiwnl5Ia Unive:refty, 1948. 
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2. The :relationships between hearing acuity . and 
speech pt-odUction in the learn!ng of new words; 
between hearing acuity and reading performance, 
and between reading performance and speech pro• 
duction are aign1tioantly non-ohanoe. 
She also to\tnd the relation between hearing acuity and 
reading performance different from zero, which _is si n1.f1oant , 
except when 1 t 1s biased by mental age. ln the relationship 
between reading perfonnance and speech perfol'li1anoe, the former 
varied s1gn11'1cantly with the latter. 
P1elderl ·attempted to follow the development problems ot 
hal'd•bf•hearing children, especially in regard to personality 
clevelopment, and problems of school adjustment. This study 
reported only the first ye er findings. The hearing of 1,180 
children 1n grades one through three was tested by an ADO pure• 
tone audiometer. A questionnaire as sent to teachers re-
questing information on who, among the pupils tested, had 
problema in reading , spelling , or voioe , those 1ho had a sus-
pected hearing loss, and those ~ho had aonaenio or behaVior 
dif':f1eult1es. The :results sh CJNed• 
1. A· signitioantly large propo~i.on ot the children 
~ith detective hearing were "named by the teachers 
as preQent1ng classroom pl:loblems. 
2. Those chUdren were n ot• in general; recognized 
by the teachers as children with a hearing loss. 
3. The · faotor of ·mental maturity did not appear 
signi icantly related to the results of the 
· bearllig tests. 
l • ,. Pielder. "Teacher 1s Problems with Hard•of'-Bear1ng 
Children." Journal of Educational Research 42t 618•822; April 
1949. 
8 
9 
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The findings suggest (a) the value of heal'ing 
tests tor primary school children and (b) the 
need of increased aw - eness among clas :room 
teachers of theposs1b111ty of hea:r1ng det eta 
as a factor in school achievement and adjust• 
ment. 
Sprunt and F1ngerl stUdied the academic achievement o , 
hattd•oi'•hea:r1ng pupils in a rural community in Virginia. Six 
hundred and ninet. •t o chil ren in grades three throug seven, 
in tive schools, were :involved. The children were given the 
Pin*r-Duroet Elementary Test, Ve:rbal Series, and the P.1ntner 
General Ability Teet, on•LangUage Series, nlso the Stanford 
Aohievement T st • They found: 
1. Hearing loss amounting to ten decibels o:r more 
in the better ear (Ma1co D•5 a udiomete:r) were 
round in fo:rty•six (5.6%) of' the subjects. 
2. No significant 1. Q. Differences were found be• 
tv1een normal hearing ana the hard•of•hearing in 
grad~s four to seven, although the group av l'ages 
1n grade three dittered by 7.4 I. Q. pointe. 
3 . Twenty•e .1~t hard•of-hearing children 1n grades 
four to seven scored 3.53 points lower on the 
Stanford Aah ieventent Test than did twenty-eight 
n orma.l hearing controls , matched on the basis 
of non-verbal I. Q., age, sex, and number of 
ye.ar in school.. This d.1fferenoe, equivalent 
to approximately 0.5 years of school progress, 
was e1gnif1cant at the 4 per cent level of con• 
f'1dence. 
4. It ia concluded that when hearing loss and aca• 
demio achievement· are measured objectively, and 
intelligence considered in terms of a non•verbal 
test, the hard•Of'•hear1ng chUd will p:rog:res 
more s~o\'ly 1n th typ1oal school situation than 
the normal hearing child. 
lJul1e • Sprunt and Prank 1. P1nger. "Auditory Dof'i-
oiency and Academic AChievement." Journal of s eeoh and Bea:r1 
Disorders 14 & 26·32; !arch 1949. 
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Auditory Discrimination 
Murphyl oonstruoted exercises designed to develop auditory 
discrimination and eval~ated their effectiveness on beginning 
reading. The expe-rimental group Vlas supel"ior in the auditory 
test • Detroit 1flot"d Recognitlon Test, aJld the individual audi ... 
tory test · for identifying sounds • Their learning· rate inorea s 
significantly. 
Bestar2 undertook a study 1n the Reading Labol'atory a t t he 
University o Pittsburgh of 194 ehildt'en 1ho .1ere admitted be• 
tore 1942. Each child ~as given the Durrell nalysis of Read• 
lng D1ft1cul ty. Si.xty ... four of them sco~ed at or above the th1 
grade level both in w·ord recognition and word analysis; eigh• 
teen ha.d no trouble with letter name a , sounds or blends; one 
hundred and t'!. elve chUdren, or fifty•eight per cent of the 
group, lneked w oll y or partly t he necessary knctnled e of 
phonies for woro attack. The r at ing of letters and sounds a.e 
Hester discovered them ~ns: 
Capital lette!'s; 
small let. ters : 
Most dif'f'icttl t letter, V and, Y; 
next , j, H and.§; - -
easie t, x. · 
q, 1, b, p, d1ff1cultJ 
a, h , • x, e 1est. 
Capital letters .were recognized mat'e easily than 
small ones. 
IHelen A. urphy. nAn Evaluation of Exercises ~or De'tt'el-
oping Auditor! Discrimination 1n Beg1nn1ng .Read1ng." Unpub-
lished J4aster '1s 'l'heais, Boston University School of Edu cation, 
1940. 
2Jtathleen B. Hester. "A Study of Phonetic D1f'f1cult1es 1n 
Readi ng .n E:I-ementary SChool Journal 43: 171•1'73; November 1942. 
1.0 
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Letter soundsa q, harC!estJ x, nextJ 
u,. 1, v1, 1, next; 
o, k, s, t, easiest. 
Letter s ounds were not properly known, as vtas een by com• 
p~ing the total number of errors on letter names ith the tota 
number of letter ounds. The author stated that, this being 
the case, they should be taught specifically if reading dift:t .. 
oulties were to be avoided. T;v and cl we·re the hard st; sh al\d 
- - -
at, the e asiest. 
-
Templtnl studied the sound discrimination ability of ele• 
mentary aOhool children to c11seove:r if there e.s any itte:rence 
in their ability to aiscrirainate bet 1een like and unlike syll-
ables when the disoriminati ve e lement was changed from the 
initial to the medial or :final posi tion. In addition , the 
author wanted to discover whether a short test of sound dis• 
crimination could be used with catisfaetory results. Two testa 
similar t o t he Travis .. Rasmus Test of Sound Discrimination or 
100 items in each ·ore given to children 1n grades two through 
six.,. She found: 
1. That th re is a re 1 difference prodUced in the 
scor s mad on a otmd d1 or1r.::1nat1on teet v.rhen 
the discriminative el ent is changed trom the 
1n1t1 1 to the medial or f1nal position. Tho 
children in all gx-ades made more errors when the 
consonant or combination as in medial or final 
position. In the second grade, the results obt. 
tatned 1th respect to this positional eff ect 
could have been _obtained by chance 24 per cent 
of the tim ·; in ll othet- grades, and for the 
group as a ~mol • th y could have been obtain c.1 
by chance leas than l per cent of the time. 
. I Iildred · emplin. " A stud~ of sound Discrimination Abil1t 
_________ ;_ ~rL!l!!*!n ~Liai ol Pupils ." t10U1'Da~~ Speec~ Diso~ders 8: 
1_:1 
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2. That a relatively short test of sound disor1m1• 
nation can be etrectively us.ed. 
In 1945 Bisgyl studl.ed .the r~lat!ve order of ditfioulty ot 
sane rord elements and repot>ted: 
f init i al sounds, v the easies ; , the 
hardest, Other d1f'f1ou t ones were .t• h, JJ.7 Jl• j, 
n, t, 1, m, and v. Of initia l blend , Ch as e 
eas!est; ~s , the hardest . Al o difficult were .!£• 
tt>~ and st . mong fi e1l ~onsonants , t he ea iest 
'Was z. andthe hm-dest d , with other hard on s being 
,!!; !.1 Ji5• !!!• llt and .!!• .-·.pre easy ones were :_ and , 
and t, k, ana s. ere in bet ;reen , The easiest rhyme 
as l'tt£; tnen .9 and .!!!• Harder 1aa at but not s 
hard o tell as the least difficul t f inal conson nt . 
' ' 
The relationship i n ordet> of difficulty of those 
letters wh i ch ere used .. s both beginning an final 
consonants i s as f-ollow : s w s easiest in both; 
.8 ~as the easiest 1n1 tial and second most dittieult 
?inal; 1 was muoh easier. to tell en final; n stayed 
.in the iame . position both times; R wae . easiett- when 
f'inal J t was much h arder when a ooginning consonant. 
- ' 
Bar en2 or ked d th thir a fourth gra e ohildr n nnd 
tteported: 
Xn the auditory discrimination teat scores t 
th e g1 nning of' 'the e pe r i me nt, the experiment 1 
group and t control gl•oup ;ere vetty close, the 
1f'ference in the means being only .39 i n f'av·or of 
the exper1m ntal group . t the close of' t e ex-
periment, the nean score for the exper.1mental group 
,as 14 .. 83 point.s higher th n the oont:r lled-group 
1ith or1t1o ratio of 3.1 l'lhic is stat1 t ieally 
significant. om this in it is e ident th t 
speci io training .i mprove auditory discr1m1n tion 
of words ·in third and fourth grades . 
l ary V: Biggy. 11The Establishment of Relat:l: e Order o~ 
Difficulty o 'ottd Blements in Aud1 tory Dis crimination. ' Un-
published aster's Thesis, Boston University School of Educa-
tion, 1945. 
2 ary c. Barden. ttrl'he Construct ion and al tion of' 
Exercises tor Specific Tt>aining in 1\uditory nd Visual 1scr-1m1 
nation in th ·· Third and Po· · th Gl-ades . " Unpublish d astet- 1 
hesis Bo ton Univers1t School of Education 1945 . 
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orossleyl evaluated the effectiveness or lantern slides on 
auditory and visual discrimination for first grade children. A 
total or forty•two ord elements were taken tram five basal 
reading systems. the I. K. u. L1st,2 and Murphy's study. Ma-
terial was presented on four types of lantern slides, their 
purpos e being to teach auditory perception of word elements. 
Pour hundred and sixteen children :f'r om t1'1enty fil'st grades 1n 
nine oommunities were divided heterogeneously into ten control 
and ten experimental groups. Her results showed: 
1. The experimental group was superior to the 
control group in all analyses of auditory 
discrimination. 
2. From the results of this testing 1 t can be 
assumed that it is possible to teaQh letters 
as beginnings and endings at the same time 
without causing confusion. 
3. Children who are subj eot to auditory dis .. 
crimination of vowel sounds profit by such 
training. 
4. In general, children who had higher scores 
in auditory d1sorim1nat1on attained higher 
scores 1n reading, even though they were 
equal on the basis of mental age. 
Kelley3 compared difficulty of consonants and vowels, and 
of vowels themselves. A group test for this factor, with the 
is • . Alice Crossley. " An Evaluation of the Effect of Lan• 
tern Slides on Auditory and Visual D1sor1m1nat1on of ord Ele• 
menta." Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University 
School of Education, 1948. 
2tnternat1onal Kindergarten Union. "A Study of Vocabulary 
of Children Befare Entering First Grade." 1932, 
~elen I. Kelley. "Relative Difficulty in Auditory Per-
ception of ord Elements." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
t;J~versit ~-~Lo:f Educat1_~n~ 1948. 
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Murphy Group Test of uditory Discrimination fo r G:r de I used 
as a basis, was given to 314 children in four communities. The 
analysis ahar1ed: 
1. The short sound of vowels ·at the beginning of 
the word ranged in the following order from 
easy to difficult: o, 1, a, u, e. · _______ _, 
2. The shol't sounds of vowels in the middle of 
the word tell in the following order tram easy 
to difficult : .2.• .!h .!• .!• ~· 
3. The long sounds of vov1els in the middle ot the 
word ranged in the following order from easy 
to difficult: !.• .!• .!!• _2, !• 
4.. fiJhen the short sounds of t he vowels v.rere 
tested against consonants, they are not more 
ditf1cul t to d1acr1minate than many of the 
consonants and blenda. 
5. hen the short vowels are tested against 
different vowel sounds, they are muCh more 
difficult t o discriminate. 
6.. Short sounds of vowels in the middle of the 
word are more · diffic:nl t to hear than con-
sonants as beginning sounds. 
~. - Long sounds of vowels in t he middle or the 
word are more difficult to hear than con-
sonants as beginning sounds, with the excep• 
tion of hard e. 
-
Moreover vowel sounds were much harder to hear than be• 
ginning or end consonants, and Vlhen they ere in the ·. middle or 
the word, whether long or short, they were hard for children to 
hear. , The short sounds of vowels as first sounds tere the 
easiest to tell. 
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P'ahyl evaluated a program in ear training in grade one and 
compared. her results with those of B1ggy-2 and Kelley.3 This 
study sho d: 
1. Ther e is apparently no set order of difficulty 
which remains constant in evel'y situation. 
2. Insofar as oan be ascertained trom this study, 
positions in terms o difficulty before teach ... 
1ng does not influence the learning as much a 
one might believe. 
3. Though both short and long sounds of vo ~els 
showed definite i mprovement after teaching , 
t he percentages of error in · this study indi• 
cated that in general vowels were more d1tt1· 
cult than consonant s . . 
4. In many specific instances, however, vo el 
sounds showed gains equal to or larger than 
those for :t'inal consonants, blends and rhymes. 
5. The resul t ·s or thi s study support the theory 
that long vowels are easier than short vowels. 
6 . Sounds •hich in the testing situation required 
recognition a s being alike were apparently 
more readily recognized than those which re• 
quire identification as different. Por a true 
picture of t he ditf'icul ty o a sound, there• 
f ore, testing in more than one situation in a 
single test appears t o be advisable for each 
letter. 
Pet1t4 compared audi tory discrimination skill i n ~ade 
four , f i ve and six 11th reading and spelling. 
1A.nn Pahy. "Evaluation of Ear Training in Grade One ." 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School ot Educa-
t ion; 1949. 
2Biggy, op, cit. 
3xelley, op. cit. 
4E. M. Petit. "The Construction and Evaluation or Tests 
in AUditory D1scr1m1nat1on for Grades Four, Fiye and .Six •. " Un-
published Kaster's Thesis, Boston University School of Educa• 
=========F·---~i~n 1950. 
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There were two parts to her test 1 the first for 1ni tial, 
middle and final sounds; and for final blends. The second part 
measured ability to identify ·hole words. In order to tell the 
eff icacy of her own test, and for purposes o:r comparison, the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test, Elementary and Intermediate 
Partial Form T was given to 173 ohtldren. She round that r.aost 
scores on the aud1 tory di a crimination test ~ ere high, that 
there was a strong relationship between 1t and the spelling 
achievement teet, ancl that there was some relationship between 
ability in auditory skills and reading achievement. She also 
found Part One of the test more difficult., In addition she 
says: 
The tact that the rea ding and spelling scores 
are k'ept up to grade expectation or above would seem 
to indicate that the pupils 1n grades four, five and . 
six have received excellent training in auditox-y 
skills and in all- phases of reading throughout the 
grades. The.re is, therefore, no need in special 
work in auditory discrimination~ except in the case 
of slow ~eadere. 
From the fact that _some slow readers have low 
scores in auditory d1so~iminat1on, it may be con• 
cluded that poor auditory ~roeption is a salient 
factor aff ecting the child s slow progress in read• 
ing and spelling. 
The high scores in word analysis obtained by 
the poor readers indicate that poor auditory dis-
crimination may not be the reason tor these ~allures 
in reading. · 
----------------=--~-~===== 
Other Auditory Factors 
In 1934 Danner1 attempted to discover if the auditory 
pacing method or coaching could improve speed and comprehension 
in silent reading. He used an electrical device that Showed 
the reader the pace, which could be Changed in intensity, 
pattern and speed. He foundt 
The av~age reading rate of many subjects 
advanced from 260 words per minute to double or 
even treble speeda. !'he paced group gained an 
average of ~3.4 percentiles in comprehension 
and 40.3 in speed on the modified Iowa Silent 
Reading Teat. Their equated controls; coached 
but impaoed, gained 35~5 percentiles in compre• 
hension, ~0.'7 in speed. College grades and other 
measures indicate improved comprehension for both 
groups. 
Elliott2 did a study to discowr which kind of presenta• 
tion, Visual or audi tory•visual, was the more effective 1n 
persuading students to come to college. P.ram 1933•1935 he 
worked with 92 1 681 high school pupils, 15,510 seniors were 1n 
the Visual group and weJ>e shown printed literature. In the 
audio-visual group were V'7 11'71 seniors, exposed to printed 
materials and oral presentation. The author round that there 
were seven times as many inquiries as a result or the audio• 
visual presentation. 
IW. M. Danner. "The Effect' of Auditory Pacing on Reading 
Speed and Comprehension." Psychological Bulletin 31: 606 J 
October 1934. 
2prank R. Elliott. "Response to Visual vs. Viaual•Aud1· 
tory Presentation in a Go•!'o•Oollege Program." Journal o-r 
'Educational Psychology 38: '703•'707; December 1937. · 
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TireniE:l!l and . ood•l worked with forty-seven Spanish speak• 
ing childr en in grades five through ight, ·to compal' their 
aural and visual comprehensions• The pupils re given the · 
·nurrell•Sullivan .capac1ty Achievement Tests, including the 
aural and visual ones. The authors found that visu 1 compre-
hension as better, and: 
A carrel t ion of only .0'75 between superiority 
on the visual test and on the percentage of hearing 
loss ruled out the ~othes1s that the differences 
in the ratings on t he t v- o tests resulted from poor 
hea~ing. · 
In 1941 schm1dt2 expertmented i th 308 children who all 
had one rea · ing habit in common, a desire for an auditory i mage 
of the material read. They also preferred the auditory presen• 
tation of facts to the visual. The pupils were placed into two 
groups, those using visual association, and those using visual• 
aud1 tory association. Both were given a test having three 
parts, 1th two parts included in each section. 
Part I 
Part II 
Part III 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
B. 
Pictorial:pictorial association 
Pictorial :audi tory:pictorial aasoeiat1on 
Non•pictorial:pictorial association 
Non-pictorial:audito:ry:pietorial asociation 
Non•picto:rialtnon•pictorial association 
Non•pictorial#aud1torytnon•p1ctor1 1 assoc1a• 
tion 
The children were divided into those preferring visual 
learning and those pre.terring th~ attdi tory. Then, an efficient 
iL. S. T1reman and v. E. ood.s. "Aural an Visual Compre• 
hension of Spaniah•Speaking Children." Elementary School 
Journal 40: 204~211; November 1939. 
2aernad,1ne Schmidt. "Auditory Stimuli in the Improvement 
of Reading. rt Elements& English Review 18: 149·154; April 1941 
way o~ auditory teaChing was found and evaluated, according to 
the needs ·or ·these. pupils'~ . s.o the · auditory group was divided· 
i nto the · experimental . group, ,etting only- auditot'y instruction,. 
and the control group, getting non•nuditory instruction. The 
first group received (l) oral initial presen1;at1on of the basic 
sight vocabulary of words and phr a.ses; (2) pupil•teacher die• 
cussion of the contents of the paragraphS tor comprehension 
purposes; (3) rhytbm and motot- devices tor sentence recognition 
(4) help from the radio, to develop a basic phonetic vocabulary 
They learned all new material by auditory methods.- Schmidt 
found that with the experimental group, there as an average 
gain per pupil of 3.2 grade.s. In the control group there was 
an average gain of lel9 grade, She sa id: 
It the initial presentations are made by audi· 
tory methods, and varied associative abilities de• 
ve).oped co-incident with the · teaching of reading 
skills, aud1 tory learners can reach a high degree 
· ot thoughtful, s1).ent reading. 
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Reading 
Beginning in 1934, Gates, Bond, and Russe111 analyzed 
tests or measures of reading readiness • The following findings 
are pertinent: 
1. Among the tests used in this _stud~ the best for 
· pr diet in reading progress · 'et•e: (a) t sts of 
word recognition, (b) tests of abilit~ to com• 
plete a partially- told tor;r ••• (c) tests of 
giving words which end with (or rhyme w1 th) and ber· n w1 th the same sound as· the given example' (d tests of blending word sounds given orall;r, 
(e tests of reading letters of the alphabet, 
and (f) ratings of previous instruction in read- . 
ing. - In this study, tests of ability to listen, 
to understan.d.- and to make use of the teacher's -
instruction i n beginning reading ls o ranked 
high in precict1ve value .... 
2. Aside from these, tests , the only others of 
marked value wer e the Stanford-Binet ·ental Age 
Rnd test of auditory acuity. 
3 . The _correlations of the several types of teats 
mentioned • . ·.and reading progress vary very ap-
preciably -with the empha_sis hich the pupils 
place on various technique_s in learning to :read. 
Thus, it · a teache;r etfect ive+y, emphasized early 
phonetic attack; tests of blending, rhyming, 
eto., ·Ell'e likely to give a higher correlation 
1!th :reading progress 1n her class than 1n a 
class of a teacher who places less emphasis on 
her phonetic approach. 
4~ In schools in which classes are large or sur• 
round1ngs are noisy o:r• both, 1t i important to 
· determine the hearing of the pupils and to give 
favorable positions to those shoWing poor aud1• 
tory acuity-. 
1A •. I. Gates. G. L. Bond and· D. H. Russell. " ethods o~ 
Determining Reading Readiness." Elementary School Journal 40: 
165·16'7!} March 1939. 
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Between 19:53 and 193'1; 1J! :l:lsonl , investigated ·pro~ess from 
kindergarten t hrough grade three ot ohi,ldren in the Horace ¥ann 
School. ·The following tests ere usedl the Metropolitan 
Readiness Tests rw Kindergarten and Grade One, the Van Wagene · 
Reading Re diness Tests, and the Stone and Grover Olassifica• 
tion Test f or J3eg1nners 1n Reading• Sub-tests of Gates Re ading 
Diagnostic Tests, Gate.s .Primary Reading Tests and the Hildr eth 
F irst Grade Reading :Analysis Test we~e given, In addition, a 
questionnaire rom home and school records, and a oase study ot 
each chi ld as used . After t lrCe year~ of 1nveet1 gat1on the 
authors f ound : 
Tho results ot the second and third years' work 
substantiate the conclus ions reached in the first 
year, namelr, that the relations between ab111t1ea 
ir i th letter for.ms and sounds on t he one hand and 
reading ability,. in t er s of ord, sentence and . 
paragraph read i ng on th othe r hand, .e.re remarkably 
close for children learni n to ttead in the Hora ce 
Mann school. 
Two of t h e same authors, 1JJi l son and F.lemm1ng,2 continued 
the study the following ye.ar to discover the attention that 
young· childrer.~. give to the f'or m and sound of letters. Gatea 
Primary Reading V~ord Reoogn~t :ton Test and a phonic combination 
test as ·Sdm1n1stered. The authors conoluded that the children 
were letter-conscious in the early stages of reading, and that 
1p~ ·. 'ila.on, · o.' W. FleDI!ling, A'• BUrke, and 0• G. Garrison • 
. "Reading ProgreBs ~n Kindergarte.n ·and Pr i mary Grades." El emen• 
tarz School Journal 38: 442-449J Pebruary 1938. 
2p. T. Wilson and ~ . c. Flemm ing. "Lettel' Consciousness 
of ~ginning Reading." Peda~gioal Seminar~ and Journal of 
Genet !.c llsyoholos:r_ 53 : 2'7!-2 .. ; December 19 a. 
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the best method was to give them help in the tunctional v1ay for 
the forms and sounds ot letters • '!'his eliminated phonic an 
letter drills, and gave method.s and materials · that coul be 
used when pupils wanted to read for their o n purposes . 
Oarrolll a~tdied sex differences in reading readines • 
battery of teats of aud itory and visual d1scrim1nation plus 
articulation was used in two studies . \~ 1th a critical di:f' er• 
ence of 2.0-2.09. the girle were superi or in auditory d1sor1m1~ 
nation, while t he b oys wero better in audio•visu l ability. 
!lt!th cri t 1 ca d1 f feren c 0.9 the boys . 1ere uperior in 
sounding etters; nd b lo· that cr1t1ea dif erence, they ;ere 
superior in auditory discrimination. Carroll eoncluded: 
••• all si nificant difference re 1n favor 
o~ t e irls; t hat o tho· critical di :f'erenoe of 
2.0-2.9, four items favor the girls a.s ccmpared 
to one for the ' boys; that of all the tests, 
twenty•fo~ tavor tho girls as compared ~o our• 
t een for the boys. 
cFarland2 eompar d the re a t1onsltips between certain 
reading re dlness actor -- :u itory and visual discrimination 
an leEll'ning rate. '!'he correl~ tion betv een au !tory iscr1m1·• 
nation and reading achievement .as .655• , probable error· .039. 
There was almost no difference betw en the boys and girls in 
this type of d1sor1m1~at1on. 
l . arjo'z-1~ Cal:'I-oll. "Sex D1tferences in Reading fteadineiiJ& 
Unpublished Ma.stero's '!•heaia• Bo11ton Un1vex-s1ty School ot F.duca• 
t1on. ·1941. 
2 i . E. ~e arland . "The Relationship 'if Rea.diness Factors 
in Beginning Reading . ' Unpubli hed llaster a Thesis• Boston 
University School of Education, l94l'f. 
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From 1923 to 1926 Gateal compared phonetic training to hie 
own form of intrinsic methods. The first exper1ment concerned 
t ·o gro 1p of ~~ildren from the Horace Mann School ho had 
practice periods of fitteen to thirty minutes a day from lfovem• 
ber 1923 to ay 1924. 1.'he second e~periment, fro October 1925 
to pril 1926, as d ne ith f"our groups from a Jew York public 
school. The qttivant group tcchniqu~ was used. The control 
gr p had no work 1n phoni.cs, but they did have training in 
\i ord perception and c:;omprehension exercises. Oates f ound that 
1n knowled e of many phonetic elements, the phonic group had 
only a slight advantage; in th cpick recognition of lOrds, the 
non•phonetio group as lig "tly better; in aoeurate pronunoia• 
t1on, ther as not much di~ference betveen the t :o group . 
The ch ildren trained b;Y th t ~'O d1tferent methods pex-oe1ved 
words 1n different ~ays• and t he non•phonetio training seemed 
superior. This wa because 1t emphasized words as a whole, not 
as parts, a d unique oharacteri tics of words. The non..-phonet 
gi-oup ap eared superior 1n.. ilent reading comprehension and 
general etticieney, especially- 1n the quick appra1aal of words . 
In 1928 xten and Herron2 conducted the Ne alk Ph onics 
experiment, to determine the value of phonics 1n beg1..'ln1ng 
reading. Almost 1,000 pupils ere involved, 441 in a . phon1o 
,. ! • I• Gates. "Studies of Phonetic Tl'>a1n1ng 1n Beginning 
Re ading .t" Journal or ,Educat iO!,l!l · ~s;y;cholosl 1es 21'7.•226; . 
tpril 192~~ · ' • 
2 
• K. sexton and J. s. Berl'on. . "The Ne alk Phonies Ex-
pe riment .• "· E~ement'a,rl Sc~ool J oUrnal 28: 690·701J ay- 1929.; 
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I group and 498 in a non•phonics group . Atter tive months ot 
I 
instruction, tour reading tests were administered. After ten 
. month$ , 346 1n th phonics group and 36S in tho non-phoni s 
I group ere tested. A total of 426 continued 1n the eontro 
group t hrough the first halt or thE: s econd g:ra.de and they a:r:•e 
t ste s.ga1n. The author-s reported: ' · 
Tho results clenrly indicate that the ·teaehing 
ofphonics functions very little or not ·a.t 11 
with beginners · in reading during the firet · ive 
months. It begins to be o.t some value during 
the eeeol'ld · ive months rut is o greater alue 
in the second grade. 
~ •• there is immeasurably leas difference be• 
t ~en. cl sees taught · i th and wi th·out phon! c 
than between different schools . 
Another . study of phonetic and non-phonetic groups :~a done 
by Garrison and Heard1 • Ohildl"en in grades one through three 
·1ere used, with one classroom for each group. Method oi ... teach . 
1ng were similar , except for the t~aining in phonetics in one 
case, and exercises ~or word discrimination ana thought st1mu• 
lation ·on the other. The experimentetta claimed: 
1. Training in phonetics makes chUdren more 1n-
depen t in the renunciation o words. 
2. Children with no phonetic training make smootheto 
and b ter oral readers in the lowe:tt grade a. 
3. ln teaching children to read in the early part 
of the primary gra es, fi~at and perhaps second, 
bright children seem to be helped more by tratn• 
1ng in phonet ics than are· dull. 
Is. (J. Garrison and M. T. Heard , tt.An Experimental Study 
i n the Value o:r Phonetic •" Pea.bodz Journal o _ ~ducation : 
9•14; July 1931. 
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s . It seems the.t work i n meani ngful xercises 
whi eh a!"e pl on ned to inc:r ase comproh ens i on 
a.nd to teach discr:Un1n a t 1on of words is mot• 
important than phone t i cs . 
a·, First gt-ade ch ildren with n o phonetic traini ng 
seem to lose less during v oation than do 
ehil~en wi th such training. 
The :tnf'lu ence of phonies on s ilent r eading s tudied by 
or an ei ght vree t peri o he use d thil'ty- even children 
tn control an d experimental groups , and he disco ered that t h 
phonic me thod of ins truction an drill a s superior to t he 
look-and• ay rne tho i n develop i ng abilit y · o reeogniz Yords, 
but that t h e l a t te:t-. 't as bette r i .n deve e>ping . the po 1er to unde 
stand se.: t ence s ~d paragraphs of direct ions. lao , t h i rty 
m1n · t s dailY f or p lonie i n , tr-ac t i on resul t d in poor b ance 
of' ab111t1es tha t wer , necest. :r· t o und rste.nd rords , sentences 
and p ~agrnphs • 
Dolch and Bloomst r2 3·tu ·s. ed children 1.n grade s ona and 
t t-JO ~.J7here phoni cs v1as t au ght t o ... ee the ch1J. . en t s p onic 
t tai nment and t h e r e l a t i on t o their montal development . M n• 
tal devol opment was m · asu~ . - by th Pi n t ner-Ct.m 1nghrun P:rima:ry-
~ent al Test and t he Detroi t Firs t Gr a de Xnt el l i geno Test. 
i H. L . Tate. "'.fhe l nfl u e ce of Phonic on Si lent · ending 
1n Grade One . " Element . ary_. Sch ool Jour na l &'7 : 752•'163; J une 
- .. , ... 
19S'7 . 
2E • . • Dolch .and M. Bloanstet., . "Phonic Readiness . .. · 
Elemen t a ry School Journal 38: 201•205; ov ember 1 93'7. 
-
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Phonic aohievement as dete~mine~ by using experimental issues 
of' t he Dolch-Gray Bas:te Readi ng Tests , rr.rord Attack s r ies• 
~. ests One and Two" Phonic achievement and mental age tJe:r 
co .. related by the Peal'son•Prodttet Uoment ethod for eac...ll group . 
Fo safety purpo es the experiment was r epeated, ana the t1o 
:r. s lts greed. Ooncluei n .. were: 
1. 'f.Fhen Qonsidex-ation i s given t o the ch.ttimtlty 
of ao curate me a.surement f young dt 1ldtten 1n 
both the fields .con cerned , the :Pelat1on hip 
bet een mental maturity and the use t phon:lo 
is remarkably high. 
(a) Children of high mental ages s omet imes ail 
t o acquire phonic ability• rut ehilo:rcn of lo 
mental age are certa in to t 11 • . 
·( b) ••• a mental age o s ven year seems t o be 
the lowest at which a chUd ean be e xpected to 
us phonies. 
2. '!'his etuCiy does suggest . haweve:r, that the 
schools are pherhaps expecting results · from 
phonioe training tar too soon. 
( ) ' But "ear t:rta in;t.ngtt, whi eh is the basis or 
phonies, may begin ear11 • 
Phonics is not limited to t he primary grades . tn 19!8 
Rogersl studied it_, a8 relAting to some spects of reading at 
the college level. The specific purpose as to i nd the :r la• 
t1onsh1p between m1apronunc1at1on and comprehension, end to 
discover the eff ect of phonics training upon some reading as• 
pects. To accomplish this_, seventy-two freshmen, .no 1ere_ poor 
t"eadera. wet'e seleoted.. O~e hal were pl aoe d in t he eontrol 
111aurtne ogora. . "Phoni<.'l Abil :tty a Re ated t o Certain 
As pectS; o · Re ading at the College Level. tt Journal of Exper;i• 
mental Edueat:ton 6: 381•395; September 1938. 
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group, one half in the experimental group, the latter receiving 
about sixteen ind1v.1dual hours of training in phon1ca. Results 
of the study ehowed phonics training at the college level was 
effective for improving pronunciation, c:ral reading, and readin 
I vocabulary. 
1. Agnewl studied the effects . ot phoneti·c training on primary 
reading. In 1939 he took 300 grad.e school pupils tn one public 
school and 110 1n another, ho were divided into three group a • 
according to the amount of training they bad received. A 
batter,- ot eight tests were given. AUditory and speech results 
were: 
Phonetic training. when given consiatentlJ in 
large amounts (a) increases independence 1n recog-
nizing words already learned; (b) aida in "unlock• 
ing" new wo.rds by siving the pupil a method ot 
sound anal,-s1a J ( O) encourages correct pronuncla• 
tionJ (d) improves the quality ot Ol'al reading. 
An 1nqu1:ry to discover practices in ph0net1.c training was 
undertaken by Brownwell2 in 1941• Check lists covering impor-
tant points were returned by 627 teachers in gl'ades one, two 
and three. According to results, rural teachers seemed to 
emphasize phonetic analysis more than o1 ty teachers. There waa 
both an increase in emphasis and a large overlapping trom gr-ade 
to grade. 
lDon~ld Agnew. "The Ettect ot Va:ried Amounts of Phonetic 
Training on Primary Reading.~ Quarterly Journal Of Speech 26: 
449; october 1940. 
~rill1am A. Brownell. "current Practices with Respect to 
Phonetic Aruuys1s in the Primary Grades." Elementarr School 
Journal 42: 195•206; November 1941 •. 
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1 ()Onstructed and evaluated a phonic program to help 
in reading, speU1ng and 1 nguage. An experimental g!'oup 11as 
given phonic lessons tor· f i ftee n minutes a day• while the con• 
tr 1 group used a r egular read ing ayatem. Standard . tests and 
i nformal ones constructed by the writer were used. The results 
showed no signtfioant differencee. 
· K1ernan2 built a group auditory test of' word analysis and 
admlnistetted it to n1nety•six second grade children. The same 
ek th·e Stanf ord Reading Ae 1evement Test and the Otis Group 
tntalligenoe Test wet'e gtven 1n order to find the relationship 
ot t he auditory testto :reading and to intelligence scores. No 
definite pattern appeared between the EUdito:ry test scores e.nd 
intelligence scores. t n rel ation to achievement to reading, 
she found that her test h ad some eensi t1v1ty, and that the 
section dealing with phonogl'ams was the beat. 
. . 
Xn 1926 Hincke:S ma<Je a psy-chological analysis, inol~ding 
emotional and 1nte.llectual tactoraJ to f'1nd out about reading 
d1aab111ty-. Fifteen children were selected beoauee of their 
d11':f'ieulty in learning to read. They were given tests 1n form• 
color, torm•sound•oolor, form•sound•meaning, and f'o:rm•meaning 
is. s. Geogal. "Construction and Evaluation of a Phonic 
Program that Will Promote Reading, Spelling and Language." 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University- School of Educa• 
tt.on, 1946 • 
. 
2An~ Kiernan. noonstruction and Evaluation of an Audito 
I
, Test of' _wor_d .Analysis•" Unpublished Master. 's Thesis, Boston 
University Sohoql of Educ~tion, 1950. 
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associations.. For hearing. they toOk tests for auditory- mem-
ory, the Seashore Test f or Pi tch D1ser1m1nat1on, and a test tor 
rep at1ng sentences · and digits . 'l'he t-elat1oneh1p between read-
i ng dittimilty and oefective pit ch d1scr1m1nat1on was su:rpr1s 
~nd har to explain. but she could . not . state what the Hlation• 
ship s . Research has shown that the letters J!• ~, .tb ,!, ! 
are asc ndi ng t ones about an octave apart., She thought perhapa 
her subjects could not heaP t hese octave di.tf'erenoee, and th1a 
l ack or pitch diser1m1nat1on could explain their difficulty 
w1th phoneti c sounds. Hincks also f ound that the auditory 
f actor as only a causal f actor in poor :reading. 
lonroel studied the influence of poor aud!to~ d1scr1m1na• 
t 1on ·upon reading defects. Thi:rty•two unselected children 1n 
first gttad e ere compared w1 th a group of non-reader $. They 
were bot · given twenty pairs of words 1 some alike and some 
d1:t".ferent, and aske d to tell vmich was vJhich. The control 
group, or unselected children,. who were younger chronologie lly-
and mentally, made re :er errors in audito:r:r discrimination, and 
did better in the vieual•au.d1tory learning teat. Monroe eon• 
cludedt 
Laok of precise auditory d1scr1m1nat1on was 
found to impede t he learning which involves ~di~ 
to,ry impressions.. A correlation coefficient 
. (method ot rank.) ll .51 .0931 was obtained between 
t he· .number of errors made in the auditory word ... 
,; .. 1Mar1o~ M~nroe" Children ,f.bo Cannot R ad . 
University ot Ohicago Pres·s, l§S'a. P• 03 .. §'1. Ch1 eago: The 
d1scl'1m1nat1on test and the numbe~ ot successes 
in the viaual•auditot'Y' lea rning tests, tor the 
thirty-two non•l-eaaers• A ool'relat1on ooetfi• 
oient was not obtained tor the group of thirty• 
t o controls • Their auditory :rord-d1scx-1m1nation 
errors were very few in number and had a small 
st· ndal:l d v:ta.tion, so · that while the tes t dit• 
ferentiated the control group as a whole f'Xtom 
the :reading detect oases, it did not differen• 
tiate very well among the children of the control 
group. · · 
Mo. · oe did nnother stu y to f ind to :hat degree read~ng 
defect cases ~rer · handicapPed i.n their pe!'eeption of sound 
lem . nts of words . One hundred and t w nty•six children in the 
control group were matched with 269 reading-defect cases. 
F1ft en ords w r e enuneiated sound by sound. The children 
vro told t wo ounos a second at · first. but the t.-ate of speed 
i ncreased to six . iJ.'he a.utho:r learneds 
Tho 'r>Ge.ding•detect group ~as sign1f_1cantly 
diffettent from the aontl'ol in the ability to com• 
b1ne he isolated sounds into words. Some of the 
reading defect group had extreme dittic:m.lty with 
t ho te8t, and the group as a i'fhole made a lowe:r 
mean score than the control •. 
A study of psychological factors in reading and spelling 
was r epor>ted by Acomb.l He wanted to find the relationship 
between ten different :factors, including auditory recognition 
ot ward prOduced. Three hundred and eighty children 1n grades 
three throUgh six were included. Be :found the following cor• 
relationss visual-auditory .B4J auditory recognition of wot-dt:~ 
' !'Allan Aoom'b. n A Study of the Ps ychological Factol's in 
Reading and Spelling." Unpublished Master 1s .Thesis, Boston 
Un1vers1 ty School of Educat1on1 19:;f,>. 
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pronounced and reading grade .'71; auditory recognition of words 
pronounced and spelling sx-aae .'74; auCfito!'y recognition of were 
pronounced and speed of handVrr1 t ing from cop~ .50 (depending 
on the Visual memory o - word patterns) • Aud i to:ry reoogni tion 
of words pronounced has a s1gn1f1cant relationship to thes : 
chronological .and ment al ages, reading and spelling ~ades, 
vi ual memory or word pattern, and speed of handwtt1.t1ng. ore• 
over~ Acomb concluded: 
1. The ability to distinguish through visual and 
auditory means, mall differences bet een ords 
with accuracy and rapidity. depends somewhat 
on mental age. · 
2. Visual and auditory d1acr:1minat1on, perception 
and aesoc1ab11.1ty, e.re highl .. sign1 1c nt tao• 
tot- ·in rel ·ation to rea.d1ng ability • 
3. 1su.al and auditory factors are s1gn1f'1oantly 
r lat e to · polling ability. 
4. Visue.l and auditory f actors are definit ly 1n ... 
terrelated with one another, eaoh recalling 
the other automatical l y du~1ng the rea 1ng 
process. 
Schm1dtl studied children w1 th a reading disability for 
which no other cause of retardation could be found to discover 
the types of associative learning these pupils preterred. 'l'he 
306 children were given six informal tests. One hundred and 
thirty-three, or 43 pel' cent, sho/fed an auditOl'Y' ~ef'erence. 
They were divided into two groupe, the experimental one, who 
1
1 
. "1sernad1ne Schmidt ,. , "Teaching the AU:ditory Learner to 
R ad.' Ohicaso schQol .TQ11rn£!-l 19: 208·211; May 1938. 
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I received auditory instruction, and the cont.rol one, who had 
non-auditory instruction. The .results showeds 
1. For the total eigh~t o cases receiving auditory 
instruction, t he average galn per pupil as 
found to be .2.32 grades; the median I. Q. for 
this group was '17 .20 a nd the average amount of 
instruction per pupil was 86 .,6 clock haUl's •" 
2, In the tot 1 of fitty•one auditory learner" 
given non•aUditory instruction only an aver ge 
gain of' 1. 83 gr ad s w _ s made per pupil, although 
the median I. Q. was 91 and the average amount 
of instruction ~r pupil was 109,6 clock hours. 
Vi"ith lower x. Q. 's and leas instruction than 
that given the non-auditory group, the average 
gain per pupil in the experimental group still . 
exceeded that of the pupils in tihe control group. 
In 1942 Bennettl atudie errors in word recognition made 
by poor readers_, as shown by 34-274 mistakes. They were col-
lecteo by tutors. Th ' resul ts showed' 
1• .... 1t was found that the beginning of wo:rd -, 
th ending of words, and the presence of' simi• 
lar word parts of' arying length are the oomi• 
nnnt visual and auditory clues which call f orth 
a sociated responses. · 
2. Ettrors in which the stimulus word and the re• 
spons have like beginning and endings confJti-
tute 33 per cent of the total tabulation. 
~. Reversals proved to be a close rival to median 
v el error and eonat itut d 12 ~r cent of the 
total tabulation. 
4. Although dominant letters or word pa~ts playe(l 
a v rY important part as v1•ual and auditory 
clues in word recognition and pronunciation~ 
nevertheless, the structure of the context in 
Which the stimulus word was incorporated played 
its ~ole in governing the verbal response. 
lAnnett · Bennett. tt An AnalKsis of Ettror · in o:rd Recog• 
n1tion ade by Retal'ded Readers• Jou:rnal of Education 1 
Pszchologi 33; 25•38; January 1942. 
Robinsonl attempted to 1d,ent1ty severe ~eadlng retardation 
and evaluate reasons for ~ 1t. Thirty poor .readers were examined 
y speeiali ts, who made · ap re.1 ale of abnm~malit!es . respons1 
for belOW•avera~ reading. Pertinent findings are that speech 
and functional auditory d1ftie,ut1es ere causal factors in 
less thnn one- f o'flrth or the cases, ano that hearing lo e 
present 1n less than one-tenth of the cases • 
Kenne y2 studied childrel\ • hearing a it relates to 
rea ing• Four hundre and t il"ty-tbree pupils ootv1een the a es 
o ix an t 1el e had theil" uditory discrimination L'..nd acuity 
tested, the l tter being done by a audiome_ter • . The group 
selected .ra.o n. cross section, but came ":'rom a s1rn!lar oe1o• 
economic back oun~. '.ehe latte:t- i _ i mportant 1n loss of hear• 
ing ca~es, t he au thor state • T e children 
intelligence , and ~ere ~uperior in rea ding. 
d above-nor al 
enn d eonclttdedt 
1. Ther.e al" · significant :t el"ence s in the mean 
audi ory acuity o children betv.e.en t e ages 
of s1x and fifteen. 
2. There is a som wh t gr· ater tendency _or good 
hearer to become goo readers. an . for those 
some hat han !capped in hearing to read less 
well. 1m11arly,. a goo reader is more 11 ly-
to ha.v good hearing while the poor l"e der 1 
more 11k 11 to hav poo hearing. 
3. 'l'hose :rith high frequ ncy loa usually become. 
either very good or very poor renders- more 
often the latter . 
iliefen • Ro in on. nc s of Reading ilwe." 
Education 6'7: 422-42.6; Me.roh 194'1, 
~Helen Ke edy. · "A S~ldy qf Child n' s e ring as it Re~ 
l a tes to Read1ng . n J()urnal, of Experimental Education 10: 238· 
===-=-=-=!F,_245_ Jtine 1942 . · ______ _ ____ _ 
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4. Obviously there 1 s no ready answer to the 
problem o~ the relation h ip between reading 
and hearing. 
Regarding the first point ~ the differences were most ob• 
vio s bet '16 ~ the ages of six and seven,. seven and eight. and 
t r lve and fifteen-year olds, no important on s bet 'leen eight, 
ten and t olve year-ol s . Younger ba,rs had better cuity , nd 
boy-s had right ear super1or1ty1 as did girls. unde!' f1fte .. n , 
Results of t.he uditory iscrirn1nation teat sho >red th t the 
seashore 're t of .Pitch Discr imination supported the i dea th t 
there is a chan6e v1hich concurs ith age; results or the art!• 
culation te t showed that pJ eh combinations lere 1nterprete6 
as holes and not individual 1\;;iments . The author ta.ted# 
I n teachirig reading , then, i t seems important 
that both .the .visual and the auditory be gtven 
attention and tlmt at tent ion be directed to the 
~otal configuration, both auditorially and vi ually, 
rather than to the individual component element • 
Paggl analyzed the relationship between auditory discrimi-
nation and .reading ehievement , . One hundl"ed children from six 
first grades were given tests to measure intelligence, eadin 
readiness arid visual discrimination. She reportedc 
1. Auditory d1 .ecrim1nation, as measured by the 
te ts se~ in this study, does tfect r ding 
achievement to some extent . A correlation of 
. 51 • ,05 indicates a positive though r la• 
t1vely slight relationship existing between 
t h se t 10 fa ctors. 
!Dorothy ; . Fagg . " A Study of the Relationships Bet~ en 
AUditory alysis an r o•rth o Language t Skills ." Unpub• 
11eh d a ter's '11hesis' Boston University School of EdUcation, 
1942 . . 
2. The relationship between auditory discrimina-
tion and reading achievement is not sutficien.tly 
close to warrant use of either auditory test in 
predicting reading success. 
3. Of the additional factors considered in this 
investigation, visual drscr1mination shows the 
highest correlation with reading achievement 
(.48- .050), followed by that of' reading readi-
ness (.45 - .054), and that of mental age (.40 -
.057). All three correlations are slightly 
lower than that found for auditory discrimina-
tion through the group teat. 
4. No relationship appears to exist between 
chronological age and reading achievement 
( .03 - .067). 
5. The two auditory tests, with a self-correlation 
of only .4'7 - .010, cannot be considered valid 
measures ot the same ability. They tend to 
test similar phases of auditory perceptual 
ability, but differ in their sensitivity as 
measures. 
6. No sex differences of' statistic significance 
appear in this study for auditory or visual 
discrimination or for reading achievement. 
Henryl tried to find a possible relationship between audi 
grams and achievement in reading at the elementary school 
Two hundred and eighty-seven children were tested by a Maico D5 
· Audiometer, in both ears t wo times ., and aouity was determined 
for ten specific tones. 
·The pupils were given three teats •• the Progressive 
Achievement Test, Gates Primary Reading Test, and the Durrell 
Analysis of Reading Difficulties. Then they were divided into 
lsybil Henry. "Children's Audiograms in Relation to Read-
ing Achievement." Pedyos1oal Seminar~ and Journal of Genetic 
Psychology '70: 211-238; June 1947 andl: 3-63; Seplember 194,. 
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I three groups according to different levels of reading ability, 
below normal, normal, and above normal. Pertinent ·Conclusions 
were: 
1. Definitely, keen high tone nearing is accom-
panied by good reading , and just as definitely 
some children are able in scrne manner to com-
pensate for high•tone loss. 
2. • •• children having a slight amount of loss in 
either ear at either of the ,high frequencies . 
will have higher reading quotients than chil-
dren with a great deal or loss in either ear 
at either of the frequencies • 
3. • •• males had more high•tone loss than females. 
4. From this study it would certainly seam that 
for the population under consideration, high• 
tone loss is one or the causes ot reading de• 
ticiemcy, even that poor reading might be 
viewed as symptomatic of high-tone loss. 
(a) The relationship that has been shown to exist 
· between reading development and high-tone loss 
should be considered a phenomenon applicable 
to group rather than individual prognosis. 
Prom this study Henry advanced the hypothesis: 
Acute hearing tor the high trequeno1es, because 
or the nature and · importance or the consonant sounds, 
is of more importance to the child than 1a acute 
hearing f or the low and medium frequencies. 
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Auditory Factors .!!!.2, Speech .!D.!! Spelling 
In 1931 Travis and Rasmu 1 gave a sound test to 383 normal 
speaking people and 165 speech defectives, from th age of ive 
years up. He found: 
1. An analysis of the errors or those individUals 
w·ith the most severe disorders of articul tion 
showed that a high percentage_ of the sounds 
missed 1n the test Wel'e those \"'ith which these 
oases were having speech difficult~. 
2. At every age the defectives made signif icantly 
more error on the test than normals . 
As a result of their studies . the author . claim: 
1. There is no doubt a close relationship between 
hearing and the developnent and integrity of 
external speech. Total deafness or very de ec• 
tive hearing if it appears in the earliest 
period of li e has a very unfavorable influence 
upon the evolution of speech. 
2. I f auditory acuity is so essential f or pl'"oper 
speech development we may rightfully expect a 
more complex organism in the auditory field to 
be an important factor as well · ()ne such com-
plex organism may be termed "speech sound dis-
criminationf' which involves a judgment _calling 
for distinct ion among meaningf'ul speech sounds. 
The individual attaches diff erent m~anings to 
different sounds , providing first, he hears the 
sounds and second, that he discriminates among 
them. One has every reason to believe" that the 
latter ability is as important as the f ormer. 
•• .It would appear also that a l'elatively small 
weakness in discriminatory powers i n the ch ild 
may lead to a serious defect in the speeCh de-
velopment of' the adult. 
i E. ravis and B. Rasmus. "The Speech Sound Discrimina-
tion Ability of Cases with Functional Disorders of Articulatio~ Q.uarterlY' Journal of Speech 1'7: 21'7•226; April 1931 . 
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The hearing and speech Characteristics ot poor readers wer 
studied in 1935 by Bond.l Statistic methods and case studies 
ere employed. The children were all given a battery of in• 
Clividunl. tests, including attditory and speech tests. Results 
of the study showed: 
1. A significant difference ~n f ound between the 
total control and experimental groups in audi~ 
tory acuity. 
2. A significant diff erence was discovered between 
the total experimental and control group.s in 
auditory discrimination. 
3 . Significant differences rere isolated in Qll 
categories between the experimental , oups on 
auditory perception techniques . 
4 . The results ·from the blending (f usion) t sts 
produced a significant ditterenee bet een the 
good and poor readers in all cla.ssi ioations . 
5. ~ sign i f icant difference w s found bet een the 
total experimental and control groupa i n ory 
. of digits . 
6 . Differences, whiCh were probably- too great to 
be due to ·chance alone, were found between the 
total experimental and cQntr~l groups and tb 
phonetic experimental and control group.s in 
. memory o di gits. 
"1. No difference in ind 1dence of' .spee oh def ct 
was discovered bet een good and poor readers 
in any one or the categories . 
Bond states that where the si tuat1on and method o:r 1nstruo 
tion f'avor . the sensory abilities ox t he pup1ls6 the:re was littl 
difficulty wi th re.ading • . 
lauy ·Bone: "The uditory an Speech Chara.cteri · t ics of 
Poor Readers." .Contributions to Educat ion, No . 66'7 . Ne ~York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1936. 
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Hal11 compared functional articulatory speech defect i ves 
ith a matched group of n ormal speakers t o determine uditol"y 
f'actors such as acuity, perception, and memory. She also anted 
to investigate" a possible difference in auditory f act ors at 
various ages . Thus , un1vers1ty freshm n and elementary school 
children were used. 
In t he first of two e~periments , at the college level, 
eighty- three functional speech defectives were matched with the 
same number of normal speakers h o were equa l i n age , 1ntell1• 
gence and se · • The t wo groups ere compared on a 2•A Audiometer 
•h1ch test d acuity for pure tones at e i ght frequencies . They 
ha d t wo te sts i n audi t ory dis crimination ... one simple and one 
hard -- and another f or memory of' spee ch sounds . 
The second expe l"1ment 1 s f-or t wenty-on fUnc tional speech 
def ective betv;een the age s of s even and th1rte~n ye rs . They 
ere matched with sixty-four normal speakers o th same ages , 
according to ge , i ntelligence, and x. The I. Q.' of t he 
exp r1ment 1 group r anged f rom V9 to 129. and the cont rol group 
:from 82 to 120 . The ame , kind of tests were used as in the 
f"1rat experiment. The resul ts s.no ed: 
l lfargaret Hall. "Aud1 tory Pactors in Functlon8.1 Arti cula.• 
tory Speech D f eet • " Journal of E?q? er1ment 1 Educat ion 7& 
110•132; December 1938. 
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1. Functional articulator y spe ch defectives at 
either a university freshmen or an elementary 
school level wa~e ound t o show no inferiority 
to normal speakers on measures of auditory 
acuity. auditory discrimina tion of · either i mple 
or complex speech patterns or on auditory memory 
for speeeh soun s . 
2. Lo~ or zero correlations were found between ar-
ticulation ratings and all of the auditory tests; 
bet ·; en the 2 ... A Audiomet r and all th c> h r 
auditory tests. between the 2•A Audiometer and 
measures of ~neral ability or I.Q. Medium 
correlations rere found between general ability 
or I.Q. and each of the three t ests of auditory 
perception or speech, and bet~een eaCh two of 
the three e.udi tory p rception test • 
3. Th re w a a close agreement bet een the t 10 age 
levels i n t he arti ul tory: errors occurring most 
frequently,.,, . I n all groups consonants far ex-
ceeded v~tele 1n frequency or error. 
4, Speech defectives ru1d normal speakers at both 
a.ge levels agreed closely on soun d1scrirni .. 
t1on errors made mo t :frequently, bUt those 
errors~ for the spe ch d fee iv s, ~· r fo 
to have no relation to art iculatory e~rors . 
6. Detailed analysis of the uditory perception 
t sts rev .al that or all sroup v el e~ 
oonsistently more easily discriminated and 
e sily remembered tha n conaqnant • IJ.1hey e 
also les frequentl~ ound s articulato~y 
errors. 
6. Cases 1th better th n verage acuity sho ed 
no superiority to cases belo average in cuity 
in mean number of er~ors on the three auditory 
percept ion tests. 
Speeeh•sound discrimina tion s studied by Linton.l There 
as a positive relationship between speech•sound d1 crimination 
!Louise • Linton. " n Experimental Study of Speech-Sound 
Disor1m1n tion. " Lelcnd Stanford Junior Uni v rsity, 1939 . 
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nd several other t a ctol's , the most important being& 
2. 
4 . 
5 . 
6. 
.,. 
The women show a superiority over the men in 
peeoh-sound discrimination hi~~ points in the 
directions or basic sex differences • 
There is probably a posi tive relationship be• 
t ween training in diotio and phonetics and 
speech-sound discriminat ion , although the in-
rormation on the amount of training used in 
this tudy off ers data hieh is far from c 
elusive. 
Even though .speech•sound discrimination is 
, probably one of a number of f .actors d t r mining 
the quality of the individual's speechj in the 
speeCh of normal speakers, t he relationship ia 
not evident . 
•.vidence gathered from this study and . rom 
oth r eourees indicate that this r elationship 
(between peeCh•sound disor1mina t 1on an 
f oreign language bility) is 1n t h nature of' 
at least a partial dependence of lan u ge ill 
upon speech- sound discrimin tion. 
There is a positive, t h ough slight , rel tion• 
ship indicated bet een pe ech.-sound discr imina-
tion and audi tor y memory span f'or o el • 
f the Seashore testsl giv n to t e subjeats , '\ 
t he Tonal emory scores sho~ slight relation- ) 
ship t o speech ... sound discr imination, but the · / 
sense o . Pitch scores sho r nona . 
Those subjects who have h~d musioal trai ning 
present h igher speech-sound discrimination 
scores t an ao tho e h o h ave had non • 
I n 1944, Hanson2 ave ound d1 c:rim.i n tion test to tunc-
tional articUlatory defectives -i th normal hearing, to d ter min 
ic. E. Seashore, D. Lew1 s and J.. sa.etve it~ 
sures of Uusioal Talent ~ . 0~ n~ ev• Jersey: 
Company, fnc . , Rduca.t!(mal Dep£U"~ment , 1939 . 
U 
2su.r 11 anson. "The ppl 1cat1on . of Soun D1SC1"im1nation 
Tests t.o Fun. ctional Articulatory Detectives 1th Normal Bearin~ 
Journal. or Speech Di order 9: 34'7-~55 ; December 19-4 • 
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the differences, if any~ between three experimental groups. 
first took th Seashore lteaaure of Timbre; the second, the 
Travis•Glaspey Speech-Sound Discrimination 'rest ~ the third , a 
ne Test of Vowel s ound Di scrimination. The tht"ee grc~~r~ ~a. 
normal hearing acuity and re (1) untrained tunctioru-.. artiou• 
latory a i'ectives, (2) functional articul tory def tivee ho 
had received clinical therapy, and (3) norm 1 sp aker • '!'he 
results i ndicated: 
:;{_(a) V'ntrained detectives did not suffer aignifi-
oantny from normal spee.k:ers in sound discrimination 
ability as here measured; (b) t r aine d defective did 
not difi'er significantly from. untrained de1 eoti s 
in t h i s b1lity ; (c) tr ined ef'eotive did not i t-
fer signifi cantly :f~om normal speakers in this bility. 
etr uxl studied the auditory m mory span ~or peech sounds 
among 414 ch1ldt'en, ran the ages of' t'oW:O ... Emd•a ... half to t 'lelve-
and• a - half to aetermine the differences bet·:veen boys and g irls, 
and the relationship between auai tory memory span' and mental 
age. She conclude : 
1 . 'lt:Jre re signi f icant "i:tferenoes i n au~itory 
memory span among the v rioua age groups• f r 
both the vowel an consonant test. The dit• 
f' renee i not al. o.ys sta.:;iat ioall;y signi cant 
as betwee djaoent yoar•age levels, ho1 
2 . There 1 s no significant d1 f'erence between the 
auditory memory span of the boy and th t o 
t he girls on either the vowel or the consonant 
test. 
l Ruth - • letraux . f t udit y Memory Span for Speech Sounds. 
Journal of' swech Diso:r-der 9: 31•38; March 1944. 
4 2 
~. There is no significant correlation between 
mental age and auditory memory span tor vowels 
or consonants, at any age, in the group studied. 
Utleyl wanted to find the relationship between speech 
sound discrimination and extreme hearing loas. Fifty-one hard 
of hearing children were tested by the pure tone audiometer, 
and other tests were given f or vowel and consonant discrim1na-
tion ability. Coefficients ot correlation ere f ound between 
scores on the t wo types of discrimination, betwe en discl"imina-
tion scores and loas at individual frequencies, and between 
percentages of loss, as f i gured by diffel"ent methods, and sound 
discrimination. Also, the percentage loss me thods were corre-
lated with each other. Pertinent conclusions were: 
1. Errors on the vowel test and errors on the 
consonant tes t show a high positive correla• 
tion ( .84). 
2. Age seems to be of little consequence 1n re-
lation t o speech discrimination ability as 
measured by these tests. 
3. I.Q., likewise, has no particular relationship 
t o speech discrimination as measured by these 
tests. 
4. There was a general tendency for the correla-
tion between losses at specific frequencies 
and sound discrimination to increase with rise 
in frequency. 
5. The high oort"elation among methods f or compu-
ting per centage of hearing loss and the high 
correlations between loss, as computed by any 
method, and scores on the speech discrimination 
iJean Utley. "The Rel ationship Between Spee ch-Sound Dis• 
crimination and Percentage of' Hearing Loas." Journal of Speech 
Disorders 9: 103-113; June 1944. 
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test, suggest that methods or oomputing per-
centage of loss may be mo~ predictive of 
resi~ual auditor~ discrimination than is oft n 
supposed. 
6. The present study has shown positive relation-
ships between percentage l ose and discrimina-
tion for speech sounds to exist in children 
with ·extreme hearing losa. 
Sullivanl wanted to find the relationship of auditory 
acuity to ·ceteotive speech in a general school population. 
One thousand, five hundred and one speeoh"':'def'ective children 
ere used, who were tested bJ a Maico D6 Audiometer. The 
author founda 
1. The higher percentage of stutterers, structural 
articulatory oases and oases of oral inactivity 
show a hearing loss in one or both ears 1~ pro• 
bably symptomatic of the general condition ot 
these pupils and should be considered in thera-
peutic treatment. 
(a) · ••• h~ari~ loss in the high trequenoiea is not 
to be regarded as outstanding in a a 1gnif'ioant 
relationship to their detective speeCh. 
S1egenthaler2 compared the relationship between measuring 
hearing loss ,and 1ntell1g1b111ty or certain words. He used two 
types of hard·~f·hearing people and one group of normal hearers 
A word tes t was given to all subjects. There as a pair of' 
ords, and the one presented was to give a stimulus for the 
other word which was like it, while the subject told the one 
he thought he heard. The results showeda 
l E. M. Sullivan. "Auditory Acuity and Its .Relation to De• 
fective Speech." Journal of Speech Disorders 9: 127-129; June 
lS 4 • 
2eruce • Siegenthaler. " Study of the Relati..onship Be-
t een · easurin·g Hearing Loss and Intelligibility of Selected 
o~ds. Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders 14: 111-118; 
.rme - l9ic.9. ___ =- _ _ __ 
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1 . • •• per ons wi t h different patterns of hearing 
acuity for pure tones give differ ~nt and dis-
tinct! ve patterns or :response.s to selected 'f rds 
administered in the manner or the word test . 
2 , Furt hermore , the co noep t that an equal amount 
of hearing loss or thu pure t one usually 
tested with the pur<, t one audiometer has the 
effect or simply raising the threshold for 
speech is not supported by the experimental 
results . 
Th same author1 the following year studied sustained 
vo ela to determine hor easily they 1 r~ recognized , if th r 
as a di erence in the recogniz bi.lity of them a ·ccor ing t o 
the pe ker , if n expert listener could i dentify them better 
th n an a er ge person, and what 'I s heard .Jhen vo l as 
incorrectly identified , To find t he nswers a speci al type of' 
v owel sound 1 s used. our i nstructors intoned ten vo tels f'or 
f ifteen to t!'lenty econds , so forty sounds were recorded on a 
magnet! o tape . The l i s tenor had a sapring sheet on which ·ere 
ten short ords ith ten vo·:el for test items, and they 1nd1• 
c t d the · ord having the vouel sound that th y e:;l.;r>q ~ The 
fort~l owel sound ware heard and judged three t i mes the 
t nty- six listener .. , ho ere divided into tno gt•oup~ , the ao• 
called "experts" and "inexperts" • As conclusions f'or h is study 
Siegenth ler reported: 
1 . · Bruce • Sieienthal :r . " A Study of the . Int 111 ibility 
o"" su tain d Vo els. Quarterlr Journal of Speech 36: 202- 209; 
April 1950. 
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1. Normal heari .ng persons wer e able to !dent 1ty 
correctly about 52 per cent ot the sustained 
vo.1e1 sounds . 
2 . Certain sustained vo el sounds v ere more no-
. curat ly identified than others . The . vowel 1 
ras usua lly more correctly recognized than -
other , vhile th vo el u and e ere usually 
reco nizo l east accurate!y. -
3 . Signi f i cant· i ference vere observed in the 
recognizab111 ty to both groups of listeners 
( expert~ and inexpert ) o~ vowels as prodUce 
by different voices . Significant differences 
er obse~ed in all•over recogn1z bilit of 
different voices tor inexpert listeners, h1le 
signif i cant tif er .noes did not appear in 
over•all recognizability of di fferent voices 
for pert listeners . There 1are lso signi-
ficant differences i n the recognizability ot 
di~:terent vov l s as r odu ced by the same voice 
for both listening groups . 
4 . I n general , expert listeners er e not able to 
i dent ity su ta ined o els more accurately than 
inexpert listeners. Observed d1f erences ere 
not sh o ·m to be statist ically significant. 
5 . I t appears t hat the auditory etfect of a sus-
tained vowel sound with r espect to recogniza• 
bility is strongly affected by the voioe which 
produces the sound. 
I n 1940 Spachel anal yzed errors ot gpod and poor spellers~ 
by t aking t ~enty-.five aver age nnd twent y- f ive poor ones in the 
third through f ifth grades. His specific purpose was to check 
results of other studies i n spelli ng , and by using another f or-
mula he obtained different results . He reported: 
1 George Spe.ohe . ttcharacterist io Errors ot Good and Poor 
.. oelle r s . · · Journal of Educat ional Research 34: 182• 189; 
ovemb r 194 • 
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2 . 
hen errors are classifi ed as phonic and non• 
phont!, there appear a def'1n1tEl tend noy f or 
the average spellers to make a greater number 
and per ,. nt . or phonic errors than do th poor 
spell rs . Conversely , there i n an equally de-
in1te t ndenoy o t he poor pellers to n ak 
gr tel~ number d pel" cent o non-phonic 
errors than do the v r ge spellers . 
Speci ic. err r types i n h ' ell average sp ller 
mny excee" i nn ber or perc nt to a signif1-
c nt extent ar phonic ition of a ngl 1 t-
ters an· phonic substitution fC)ll a syll ble . 
Errors in o,n ich poor sp lle rs taay exceed average 
spall r to a sign1f1ca t extent are non•p onio 
substitutions f or a syll ble, incomplet nd 
unrecogniz ble pell irg • 
i.l though n ot ~holly recognizab:L di r renee 
were found in . the present stud~r, there appears 
to be a trong tendency f or av,;,rage spellers 
to exceed the poor in numbar and per cent of 
omis ion of sound d l tt rs , orai sion of a 
syllable and tot 1 non•·~·1H)·nic IJubat i tutions . 
Brookel compared the recognition and recall of 1ord ele-
ments , in mea uring v isual and auditory perception in elling, 
;. 
to f ind out bout the amount d position of e~rors in the 
tests given, and t o -e if there 1as any patterns to these 
errors. The t ests con 1st d of conf igurations ma e up of . com• 
mon ord elem nta -- prefixes , ~oots, and utf1xes •• and hey 
lere 1ven to 180 fourth, fitthj and sixth grade children. The 
auditory result bmved: 
1 . The recall test was little better than the 
recognition one 1n measuring auditory percep-
tion of the configurations, composed ot common 
word ele nts . 
l s·. A. Brooke . Th Construction and U e of Gl'OUp T 
f · the .. n ly 1 or Spelling Di _ icu t ies . n Unpublished 
a. ter 's Thesi ·, Boston Univer i ty School of Education, 194'7. 
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a . The correlations made between sp~lling 
achi evement and auditory perception of 
oUPth , fifth, and sixth graders combined 
sh~~ed reoall ·o be only slightly su-
periot• t o :r-ecog tion . 
b. The same sli~lt superiority exi ted h n 
correlati ons \'er e made in each separate 
group. 
2. I n this study , mental ase as sho1n to have a 
slightly· h i ghe1., cor-· elation wi th auditory percep• 
tion than wi th visual p rception, and a slightly 
higher correlat ion v·1 t h aud1 tory recall than With 
audi tory perception. 
Hiehol 1 built a group te.:.t .or the purpose of' fin ~ing 
specific causes of spelling f ailure. bout 1;600 ch1.ldren in 
grades three through six er e given six sub .. tests, including 
one in auditory discriminat i on • She found a correlation be• 
t een spelling achievement and E:l'..(U.tor y discri mina t i on of' 
. 63 - .04, in gr de three . Thus , he concluded that the latter 
-
-fa ctor bears a signif i cant r el ationship to spell1~. She also 
discovered a high correlation between the whole test and its 
parts, but t he r~lationsh1p bet7aen the latter was negl i gible. 
roving th t e ch part· contribltes to the measure ot auditory 
discrimination. 
Hudson and Toler2 u ed a.udi tory and visual dis criminat ion 
to i mprove pellin. A.group of poor spel er ae chosen bJ 
i A. - • Nichols. "The Construction and Use of a Group Test 
,for the _· nalysis of Sp lling Di ff'1cul ties ~ " Unpubl i shed 
"aster ' Thesis, Boston Univ rsity School of EdUcation, 194'7. 
2Jess T . Hudson and Lol a Toler. "Instrt.l oti on in Auditory 
· nd ,Vi ual .Dis<n•1n1nat1on as e. · ~~ans o f Improvi ng ~pelling. u 
Elementary School Journal 49: 456· 4:69; April 19~9 . 
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means of an ini 1 1 t st , and ey are f:iV .n a.u 1 ry discrimi 
nat ion an.o v u n. l nalys i , tl b 1. of the f.orm .. r being Build 
ing ord Pow r . 1 A sp 1 ing te u ,. a giv n at th beginning and 
en of the peri o • The t ;o kL s of tl:'ai ning .ve:t>e done separ-
t ely rom spelling; and the i de · tCJJ! d iscrimin tion to 
c rry over into the latter. After four mon hs , Hudson 
disaov r e : 
1 . Th aver ge go.in m~'~de by the enti r number of 
pupils was 5 . 2 ords, or· a .gain o 85 . 2 per 
cen-t i n terms oi' t he num r of ord pelled 
corl'eCtly on the :tni t:ta test . Th 1 rgest 
g .i ns ere made in rnde tour . 
2 . n an lysis of tre l'""' ul t~ hO'll e a con id r-
.ble ifference in t h ,..~nge of ver ge g in-
made by the e ighteen Groups . •r:n le st gai n 
in correctly sp lled .vords _.as 1 . 9 , mad y 
one group of thirteen pupil s 1n ~ de four . 
Th 1 rgest g in \".J s 8 . 3 1 mad ·, by nother 
f ourth grade group of l en pupils . owe r. 
al l but s of the cighte n groups de gain 
:ithin the ra~e o .. 4 . 4 and . 7 . 
To l ex-
An implication of the st1 y uas th t remedial au 1to~y nd 
vi unl di crimination t~aining helped gr tly in thv improv men 
of spell1n . But the authors do n ot sugg st t t these ar~ . the 
entire cu:re .fo:r pel11ng dif f i culties as th re are 1 a:y non ..... 
phon ·tic .or ev n though t ones us d in the test ~· er re .. 
sonnbly or entirely phone 1e . 
Smith2 o par d the achieve ent or t o groups o.f palling 
in. • Durr 11 , • B, u ivan, H. • urphy, a n K. • 
Jun..l(i ns, op . cit • 
2nor1 G. Smith. "The "F.ffect of Speci ic Training i n ud1 
tory Perce tion.on the Spallin of enty-Tbre s venth Gra e 
C · of Spelling Di abilit . r Unpublished Master's Thes1 • 
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disability pupils in grade seven , the experimental one having a 
eekly period in auditory percepti Ol'l f or t enty ;vae, , and the 
control group who had no· help . Ev r y chUd a s gi en the Oti 
Test or ental Ability and the St ni'o 
Sm.ith reported: 
ch~evement e ta . 
1. A comparison ar tl e sp lling gra es obt ine ot-
e ch group at the <>..lose of their sixth and s v -
enth years shows a greater gain in palling or 
the xperimental group to v;hich w s giv n peci• 
f ie drill in auditory perception. · 
2. In the ·control group , on the other h and , t l"'e 
pupi l s h o1ed losse , accordin g to the t est r • 
sult , and one re g ister ed neithe~ gain nor 1 s . 
3 . 'l'he e xperimental group sho e d a medi ain 
. 9 months as compared t o a med i an los of 4 . 8 
or the control group . 
• .• The critic 1 ratio of 3 . '11 , obtained rom com-
pari on of the g.q1ns i ll ~pel ling by pupils ot 
the experimental group . ith ·those ot the cont:r-ol 
group. permits th conclusion that if the m 
experiment were repeated , v ith all tb cit>cum-
tances exactly repeated, t he same results ould 
be obtained nine h undred and igh y• nin times 
ou~ of a thousan • S1nee • • • the member o the 
experimental group , · t ·o v.bom spe'ci i o drill ·a 
given, show d 5.1 month mot>e gain in spell1n 
than members at the control group, who did not 
have this speci al tr ining , it se.ans a rea on• 
able assumption that specific drill in auditory 
er oeption may h e s ne valu i n helping t o 
i mprove the spell :1ng csr cases ot spelling d1 -
bility at he eventh grade level . 
Rese ch h o n th t a u i tory discriminati on t .s an 1m-
por an. f' et or in learning to read , to spell and to speak . 
Th r or,, this study is a.n tt pt to study other factors 1m• 
port n in auditory discrimination. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
The data for this study was obtained from the information 
gathered from tests given in nine communities including large I 
cities and smaller residential towns. I 
Table I shows the mean chronological and mental ages for J 
the children included in the study. 
TABLE I 
MEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AND MENTAL AGES 
Grade Number Mean C·A· S.D. Mean M.A. s.n. 
1 356 78.00 4 . 90 82.00 1.81 
2 213 89 . 00 6 . 63 1oo.oo 9.54 
3 322 101.00 8.65 104.00 12.72 
Three group tests and four individual tests were given 
during January of 1951. The group tests included a phonics 
test, intelligence test, and a reading achievement test. The 
Detroit Word Recognitionl was used in grade one and the De -
troit Reading Test2 in grades two and three. 
lworld Book Company, New York, 1925. 
2world Book Company, New York, 1927. 
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The phonics test given in grades one and two was the 
'Nasonl test of forty items plus twenty additional items of il 
increa.sed difficulty. 
I 
The test included sixty multiple-choice 
items: nineteen measuring beginning sounds; seven measuring 
I 
I \ f i nal consonants; nineteen measuring initial and final sounds 
~ combined and fifteen measuring phonograms. There was a choice 11 
1
1 
The children were to circle 1.·\ from three words for each item. 
the one word in each item that contained the same sound as the · 
I 
word pronounced by the examiner. The words to be circled were 
not in the children's reading vocabulary and were not pro- I 
'• 
I 
nounced by either the children or the teacher during the test. ;1 
I Words unfamiliar to the children were deliberately chosen in 
I I. 
order to test the auditory transfer of the sounds in the words :1 
I 
II 
pronounced. Each test item counted one point of score. The 
total possible score was 60. A copy of the test and directiors i, 
for scoring and administering may be found in the appendix. 1: 
\I The phonics test for grade three consisted of twenty-four ; 
I 
items. Each item was made up of six single letters or blends. 1; 
I 
The teacher pronottnced a word not in the children's reading II 
[! Vocabulary and the children ciraled the sounds they heard. 
The total possible score on the test was 144. A copy of the 
:I 
I 
I! 
II 
test with directions for administering and scoring may be !I 
1 Doris Nason. ttphonic Analysis Test. tt Unpublished 
Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1950. 
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found in the appendix. 
F·intner Cunningham Test1 of' Mental Abilities, Primary 
Form was used for intelligence quotients. 
Three of' the individual tests given were taken f'rom 
Monroe 1 s2 Reading Aptitude Test. These tests were given to 
all three grades. 
A. A language test measured the extent of' the 
child's vocabulary in three areas: animals, 
things to eat, and toys. Thirty seconds 
were allowed for each item and one point of' 
score was counted for each object named by 
the child. 
B. Speed of' articulation was measured by asking 
each child to repeat three different items: 
banana, long ago, take ~ bite. Each task 
was continued for fifteen seconds and the 
score was the total number of repetitions. 
a. Accuracy of' arti·culation was measured by having 
each child repeat after the teacher a list of' 
words and phrases. One point of' score wa s 
counted for e a ch item correctly repeated. 
The total possible score was t welve. 
lworld Book Company. I 
.\ 
Boston: Houghton'! 2Mar1on Monroe. Reading Aptitude Test. 
Mifflin Company, 1935. 
.I 
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The fourth test measured singing ability. A child was 
scored as an accur~te singer if he could remain on pitch and 
carry a given tune. If this was not possible, he was listed 
as an uncertain singer. 
I' 
\\ 
I, 
,I 
,· 
! 
The intelligence quotient, mental age, and hearing acuity I. 
were obtained from the school records . Tests for the above 
were given if this information was not available. 
,, 
I, 
A record sheet including the child 's name, sex, chrono-
logical age, mental age, intelligence quotient, hearing, 
singing ability, extent of vocabulary, speed of articulation, 
accuracy of articulation, phonics, and reading was completed 
for each class. A copy of the record sheet may be found in 
the appendix. 
I 
Correlations were completed between the ability to iden-
tify word sounds, which was the score obtained on the phonics i 
test, and the mental age, reading score, accuracy of articula- 1 
tion, speed of articulation, and extent of vocabulary. 
Quart ile Charts were computed for mental age, ability to 
identify word sounds, reading scores, accuracy of artictuatio~ 
speed of articulation, extent of vocabulary, hearing, singing 
ability, and sex differences. 
The tests were analyzed and the results are pres~nted in 
the next chapter. 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The results of the tests were analyzed to discover if a 
child's ability to identify word ~ounds is influenced by his: 
1. Mental age 
2. Reading vocabulary 
3. Acclll'aoy of articulation 
4. Speed of articulation 
5. Extent of vocabulary 
6. Hearing 
7. Singing ability 
s. Sex 
Correlations and comparisons of quartile scores were 
studied. 
Table II shows the relationships between the ability to 
identify word sounds, and the factors studied for grades one, 
two, and three. 
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TABLE II 
~l 
RELATIONSHIPS BET\VEEN ABILITY TO IDENTIFY 
SOUNDS AND FACTORS STUDIED FOR GRADES I, II, III 
Grade No. Grade No. Grade No. 
I 352 II 213 III 322 
Factors r SEr r SEr r SEr 
Mental Age .46 .042 .31 .062 .54 .039 
Reading .56 .037 .52 .05 .52 .041 
Accuracy 
Articulation .0'7 .055 .o7 .068 .24 .053 
Speed 
Articulation .00'7 .053 .23 .065 .13 .055 
Vocabulary .19 .051 .05 ·069 .41 .045 
The correlations ~or grade one ranged from .56 with 
reading to .007 with speed of articulation, .for -grade two ~rom 
.52 with reading to .05 for vocabulary, and for grade three 
from .54 with mental age to .13 for speed of articulation. 
Table III shows the comparisons between the quartiles in 
mental age for grade one. 
I 
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~1 are statistically significant in favor of the population in l 
the upper quartile in each case. The range of mean scores was li 
, from 92.88 months to 69.84 months . I 
Table IV shows the comparisons between the quartiles in 
ment a l age for grade two. 
I 
I 
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TABLE IV 
COIVIPARISON OF MENTAL AGE BETVVEEN QUARTILES, GRADE II 
Q.uartiles No. Mean s.n. S.E. Mean S.E. c.R. 
-Dif'f' • Dif'f'. 
4 53 105 5.37 • 737 
7 .75 9.34 
3 51 98 1.43 .20 
3 51 98 1.43 .20 
8 .289 27.68 
2 50 90 1.5 .209 
2 50 90 1.5 .209 
9 • 817 11.01 
1 56 81 5.91 .79 
4 53 105 5.37 .737 
24 1.08 19.99 
1 56 81 5.91 .79 
There were significant differences between Q4 and Q.3 , 
Q3 and Q2 1 Q.2 and Ql• The range of mean scores was f'rom 105 
. 
months to 81 months. 
Table V shows the comparisons between the quartiles in 
mental age for grade three. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
il 
'I 
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I 
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TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF MENTAL AGE BETWEEN QUi\.RTILES, GRADE III 
Mean S.E. 
Diff. Diff . 
s.n. S.D. Quartile No. Mean 
C. R. :1 
4 82 122.37 
3 
2 
80 106.51 
80 106.51 
80 99.44 
7.35 
5.19 
5.19 
4.47 
" I 
,, 
.72 
15.86 .91 17.42 
. 55 
.55 
.78 
. 55 
11----------+--~-------r-----T-~---~----·--~----T-------. 
99.44 .55 I 
I 
2 
1 
80 
80 
11.92 .86 13.86 I 
4 
1 
87.52 
82 122.37 
80 87 .52 
5.19 
7.35 
5.19 
.65 
.72 
34.85 
. 65 
.97 35.92 
II 
II 
'I 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
1!---------~-----~~---------L-----~~----_.--------~-----~---------: 
•' 
There were s ignificant differences between all of the I' 
II 
quartiles , the largest being between Q4 and Q3 with a differ- 1 
ence in mean score of 15.86 points. The differe nc e between 
Q4 and Ql was 34.85 points. 
Table VI shows the comparison of mean scores by quartiJ. es 
of the Auditory Test for grade one. 
I 
I 
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TABLE VI 
I 
COMPARISON OF MEAN QUARTILE SCORES I OF AUDITORY TEST, GRADE I 
--
Quartile No. Mean s. n. s.E. Mean S.E . C.R. I Diff . Diff. 
4 85 44 . 06 5 . 49 .6 
11 . '78 .64 18.4 I 3 85 32.28 2.25 . 245 
I' 
,I 
3 85 32.28 2.25 .245 
4 . 08 .328 12.4 
2 85 28 .2 1.98 . 22 
2 85 28 . 2 1 . 98 . 22 
9.52 . 52'7 18.06 
1 85 18.68 4.38 .48 
I 
4 85 44.06 5.49 .6 II 25.36 . '768 33.05 
I 1 85 18. 68 4.38 .48 
I 
I 
I 
The critical ratios between Q4 and Q3 , Q3 and Q2 , ~ and I 
'h are statistically significant in favor of the populat ion 
the upper quartile in each case. The mean scores range from 
in II 
44.06 to 18.68. 
Table VII shows the comparison 
of' the Auditory Test for grade two. 
of mean scores by 
i 
I 
,, 
quartiles· 
•' :, 
'• 
' 
,j 
\' 
60 
There were significant differences between Q4 and Q3 , 
Q3 and Q2, Q2 and Ql. The range of mean scores was from 
56.85 for ~ to 25.24 for Ql• 
Table VIII shows the comparison of mean scores by quar-
1 tiles of the Auditol'y Test fo>' gl'ade thl'ee, 
~ I 
r=-===H=--=~-==-==--========-===-===-=-=-==--=-- - -==--=--cc' -=-----"= il'j ==- -=- ---=-
ll 
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TABLE VIII 
OOMP ARISON OF MEAN QUARTILE SCORES 
OF AUDITORY TEST, GRADE III 
!I 
:I 
:I 
il====~==~==~===p==~===T==~==~I 
'i Quartile No. Mean s.n. s.E. 
133.16 3.00 • 339 
Mean 
Dif'f • 
8.95 
s.E. 
Diff. 
.441 
O.R. 
20.2 
4 
3 I 
!1-----+--+----+---+---+--__,r------r----1! 
II 3 80 124.21 2.52 .284 ,I 
82 
80 124.21 2.52 .284 
9.63 .48 20.0 
2 80 114.58 3.57 .385 II 
I 
:I 
I• 
:j 
2 80 114.58 .385 
16.64 .63 26.4 
1 80 97.94 6.70 .750 
'I jl l'---4---+-8-2--+-l-3-3-.l-6--+-3-.-o-o-t--.-3-39---jr-_---+----+---!'
1 35.22 .26 135.0 
1 80 97.94 6.70 .750 :: 
-
-----'-----L----.:......---.!.---...._ ___ ...!... ___ ~----1! 
I II 
I I 
I' 
:, 
There were significant differences between all of the 
'I 
I 
I 
II 
quartiles . The largest difference was between Q2 and Q1 • The I 
range of mean scores was from 133.16 to 97.94 . 
Table IX shows the comparison by quartiles of mental age 
scores, . and the ability to identify word elements for grade 
ope. 
- -
- -
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I 
' 
.I 
I' 
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1: 
i! 
li I 
II 
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TABLE IX 
'I 
I 
COMPARISON OF lViENTAL AGE SCORES AND THE , 
ABILITY TO IDENTIFY ViUORD ELEMENTS, GRADE I 
1
1 
!l====~==;::===:::r===7===:r====r====r====i:: 
Jl 
Quartile 
4 
No. 
85 
85 
Mean 
35.50 
33.06 
33.06 
s.n. 
9.27 
10.11 
10.11 
1.01 
1.10 
1.10 
Mean 
Diff. 
2.44 
C.R. 
lj 
1.49 1.64 
3 
2 
85 
85 28.51 8 .07 
4.55 1.41 3.23 I 
.881 
2 
1 
4 
1 
85 
85 
85 
85 
8.07 
24.13 8.16 
35.50 9.27 
24.13 8.16 
.881 
4.38 1.25 3 . 50 
.891 
1 . 01 
11.37 1.34 8 .49 
.891 
The critical ratios between Q3 and Q2 and between Q2 and 
Ql are statistically significant in favor of the population 
in the upper quartile. 
The critical ratio between Q4 and Q3 is not statistically 
significant . There are 88 chances in a hundred that this is a 
true difference in favor . of Q4. The range of mean scores is 
from 35.50 for Q4 to 24.13 for Ql• 
Table X shows the comparison by quartiles of mental age 
scores and the ability to identify word elements for grade tw~ 
I 
,, 
63 
There were no significant differences between any of the 
quartiles. The range of the mean scores was from 48.70 for 
Q4 to 38.45 for Ql• The largest difference was between Q3 and 
Q2, and the smallest between Q2 and Ql• 
Table XI shows the comparison by quartiles of mental age 
scores ana the ability to identif y word elements for grade ) 
three. 
fi5 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF MENTAL AGE SCORES AND THE 
ABILITY TO IDENTIFY WORD ELEMENTS, GRADE III 
Quartile No . Mean s.n. s.E. Mean s.E. C.R. 
Dif'f • Dii'f. 
4 82 125.65 10.00 • 99 
8.'7'7 1.63 5.38 
3 82 116.88 12.25 1.30 
3 82 116.88 12.25 1.30 
6.29 2.10 2.99 
2 82 110.59 13.23 1.65 
2 82 110.59 13.23 1.65 
2.34 2.41 .9'7 
1 82 112.93 14.15 1.'76 
4 82 125.65 10.00 .99 
12.'72 2.02 6 .29 
1 82 112.93 14.15 1.'76 
There were significant differences between Q4 and Q3 and 
Q3 and Q2 • There was a difference between the means of Q4 
and Q1 of 12.'72 points. 
Table XII shows the comparison of mean reading vocabulary 
.. 
scores and the ability to identify word elements by quarti1es 
.:for grade one . 
~ -
I 
•I 
I 
i 
I 
d 
The critical ratios between ~ and Q3 and Q3 and Q2 are 
statistically significant in favor of the population in the 
upper quartile in each case . 
The critical ratio between Q2 and Ql is not statistically 
significant. There are 96 chances in a hundred that this is a 
true difference in favor of Ql• The r ange of mean scores is 
.fPom 20.00 to 6.53. 
Table XIII shows the comparison of mean reading scores 
and the ability to identify word elements by qua.J:'tiles for> 
grade two . 
66 
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TABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF READING VOCABULARY AND THE 
ABILI'lry TO IDENTIJ:t"Y WiORD ELEMENTS, GRADE II 
Quartile No. Mean s.n. s.E. Mean 
Diff • 
s.E. 
Diff . 
4 49 19.18 5.01 • 71 
4.30 1 . 18 
I 
l 
I 
l 
I 
:I 
II 
II 
'I 
o.n. 
II 
3.64 
3 56 14.88 7.02 .94 I 
1------~--~----+---~~--;-----~----,----- 1 
d 
I 3 56 14.88 7.02 .94 
2 55 10.22 6.48 
4.66 1 . 28 3.64 d 
.87 tl 
I 
II 
2 55 10.22 6.48 
1 53 8.08 4.89 
-~---f-----+----t-----t--+----+--11 
.87 
2.14 1.10 
.67 
4 49 19.18 5.01 .71 
11.10 .98 11.33 I 
I 1 53 8.08 4.89 .67 
II 
------.1..----!....-----=----...;._--__,.;----------=---- ,~ 
There were significant differences between Q4 and Q3 , and ,, 
!, Q3 and Q2• The difference between Q2 and Ql was not signifi- ·i 
!. I cant. The range of mean scores was from 19 .18 for Q4 to 8.08 I 
I 
I for Q,l• 
I 
Tabl e XIV shows the comparison of mean reading scores and J' . 
the ability to identify word elements by quartiles f'or grade 
three . II 
'I I 
il 
I 
I 
87 
I 68 
11 
I 
. ' ~ TABLE XIV I GOMP ARISON OF READING VOCABULARY AND THE -I 
ABILITY TO IDENTIFY VlORD ELEMENTS, GRADE III I 
Quartile No. Mean S.D. s.E. Mean S.E. o.R. Jr 
I Dif':f. Dif'f. I 
I ,, 
I 4 '7'7 20.04 4.23 .445 I I 
I 2.61 .93 2.80 I 3 '76 1'7.43 6.21 .815 
3 '76 1'7 .43 6.21 .815 i 
.so 1.04 .8'7 
II 
2 '76 16.53 5.82 .642 
'76 16.53 5.82 .642 !I 2 
3.'78 .96 3.90 I 
1 76 12.'75 6.15 .710 
4 '7'7 20.04 4.23 .445 
'7.29 .84 8.6'7 1 76 12.75 6.15 .'710 
I 
The only significant diff'erence was between Qe and Q1 • 
I The smallest diff'erence was between Q3 and Q2• I I 
Table XIJ shows the comparison of accuracy of' articulation 
test scores and the ability to identify word elements for 
grade one. 
I 
I I 
I II 
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There were no significant diff'erences between any of the 
quart iles. The order did not remain constant with the quar-
tiles. The highest mean score was Q4• The order was Q2, Q3, 
and Q.l for the remaining quartiles. The range of the mean 
scores was from 12.63 to 11.85 • . 
Table XVII shows the comparison of accuracy of articula-
tion test scores and the ability to identify word elements for 
grade three. ,, 
II 
'J I. 
I 
i i 
I 
I 
; 
I 
I f7_ . I 
I 
I 
TABLE XVII 
,: 
1/ I 
l 
' 
GOl~ARISON OF AGGURAGY OF ARTICULATION jl II 
IDENTIFY WORD ELEMENTS, GRADE III I AND THE ABILITY TO ,. I 
-
,; 
I 'I Quartile No. Mean s.n. s.E. Mean s.E. G.R. 
Diff. Diff. 
I 
I 4 75 11.59 2.45 .262 
.26 .28 .94 
I 3 73 11.33 1.oo .120 ! 
; 
I 3 73 11.33 1.oo .120 I 
I .19 .17 1.14 I 2 73 11.13 1-.00 .124 
2 73 11.13 1.oo .124 I 
.23 .20 1.17 I 1 73 10.90 1.41 .165 
I 
-
4 75 11.59 2.45 .262 
.69 .31 2.22 I 1 73 10.90 1.41 .165 
\.0 
I 
There were no significant differences between the quar-
t i1es. The largest difference was between ~ and Ql• I 
Table XVIII shows the comparison of speed of articulation 
scores and the ability to i dentify word elements by quartiles 
for grade one. 
I 
I 
~..0 
II 
I 
jl 
" 
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TABLE XVIII 
CO~~~~ISON OF SPEED OF ARTICULATION AND THE 
ABILITY TO IDENTIFY WORD ELEMENTS, GRADE I 
l 
1 72 
I jl 
,, 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
lj 
I 
il=====;===;:::====r====;r====r====;===~:====li 
C .R. I Quart~le No. Mean S.D. S.E. Mean S. E. 
----------+----~------~--------r-------r~D~i~f~f~·~--~D~i~f~f-·-T-------:1 1 II 
4 
3 
85 
85 
49.'73 
48.41 
8.88 
8.31 
.969 
1.32 
.90'7 
1.33 
II 
.99 I, 
\I 1 -----+----t-------,....-·--+---t----T----t----11 
I 
3 85 48.41 8.31 .907 
- 1.66 1.36 1.22 
i, 
I 
2 85 46.75 9.33 1.02 1 
1
1---+---1--·---+---r-----t---+------+-- - ,1 
2 85 46.'75 9.33 1.02 :1 
I .38 1.49 .26 1 85 46.3'7 9.96 1.09 
4 
1 
85 
85 
49.73 
46.37 
8.88 
9.96 
. 969 
3.36 
1.09 
1.46 
I 
2.30 1 
I 
-.:----"'~~-,-..-.....L.----..!.----!1 
There were no significant differences. 'I The largest dif'- 1 
I 
1 
ference was between Q3 and Q2, and the smallest between Q2 
I and Q1• 
Table XIX shows the comparison or speed of articulation 
1 
scores and the ability to identify word elements by quartiles 
:for grade two. ·I 
I 
:I 
I 
I 
:I 
=== I ~ 
i' 
II 
I 
:I 
r 4 
TABLE XIX 
COMPP~ISON OF SPEED OF ARTICULATION AND THE 
ABILITY TO IDENTIFY WORD ELEMENTS, GRADE II 
No. Mean s.n. 
55.63 8.75 
s.E. 
1.25 
Mean 
Di:ff'. 
1.36 
s.E. 
Diff. 
C.R. 
.so 1 
I 
11---+---+---1-----+---+--~+----+--il 
49 
56 3 54.27 8.60 1.15 
I 3 
2 
56 
55 
54.27 8.60 
11.40 
1.33 Jl 
1.15 
1.54 
1.92 
2 
1 
4 
1 
55 
53 
49 
53 
56.82 I lle40 
53.'72 i 13.40 
55.63 8.75 
53 .'72 13.40 
1.54 
3.10 2.40 1.29 
1.91 2.22 .86 
1.84 
There were no significant differences between any of the 
quartiles . The order did not remain constant with the quar-
tiles. The highest mean score was Q2• Q4, Q3, and Ql :fol-
lowed in descending order. The range o:f mean scores was from 
56.82 to 53.72. 
Table XX sh~Js the comparison o:f speed o:f articulation 
scores and the ability to identif'y word elements by quartiles 
f'or grade t:J:J.r.ee. 
I 
II 
II 
I 
il 74 
d 
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TABLE XX ! 
I 
COMPARISON OF SPEED OF ARTICULATION AND THE 
I ABILITY TO IDENTIFY \IID'ORD ELEMENTS, GRADE III 
- I Quartile No. Mean s.n. s.E. Mean s.E . O. R. 
Diff' . Diff . I 
4 77 61.39 10 . 25 1.16 I, 
. 26 1.61 . 16 I 3 76 61.65 9.78 1 . 12 
II 
3 76 61.65 9.78 1 . 12 II 
.32 1.58 . 20 I 
76 61.33 9 . 93 1 . 13 ' 2 I 
' 
: 
2 76 61.33 9.93 1.13 
:I 1.23 1 . 72 . 71 
1 76 60.10 11.40 1.30 I 
' 
4 77 61 . 39 10.25 1 . 16 I 
., 
1 . 29 1.74 .74 I 
1 76 60 . 10 11 . 40 1.30 I 
:I 
' There were no significant differences between the quar-
I 
tiles. The largest difference was between Q2 and Q1 with a I 
difference in mean score of 1.23 points. I 
I I 
I Table XXI shows the comparison of extent of vocabulary I 
scores and the ability to identify word elements by quartiles I 
!I 
i'or grade one . 
;, 
I 
I 
'I 
I, 
I 
I 
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I TABLE XXI I 
COMPARISON OF EXTENT OF VOCABULARY SCORES 
AND THE ABILITY TO IDENTIFY Vl ORD ELEMENTS, GRADE I 
Quartile No . Mean s.n. s.E. Mean s.E. C.R. 
Diff• Diff . 
4 85 18.02 5.01 . 55 
1.18 .70 1 .69 
3 85 16.84 4.11 .45 
3 85 16.84 4 .11 . 45 
.20 . 607 .33 
2 85 17.04 3.93 . 429 
2 85 17.04 3.93 .429 
I 
.43 .659 .65 
I 1 85 16.61 4.59 .501 
I 4 85 18.02 5 .01 . 55 
1.41 .743 1.90 1 85 16.61 4.59 . 501 
There were no significant differences. The order was not 
constant by quarti1es. The h i ghest mean score was Q4 fo11ovred 
by Q2, Q3, and Ql in descending order . 
I Table XXII shows the com par is on of extent of vocabulary 
I scores and the ability to identify word elements b y quartiles I I 
l f'or grade two. I I 
I 
1: 
- -
II 
II 
lj I. j: 
I 
I' 
II 
TABLE XXII 
COI~ARISON OF EXTENT OF VOCABULARY SCORES 
I' 
II 
:I I 
AND THE ABILITY TO IDENTIFY WORD ELETh1ENTS, GRADE II 
'I 
''====r==r==· -=~=r==~--,.-.-:r=· -==r, ==jr===r===-1' l Quartile No. :Mean s.n. s.E. Mean s.E. C.R. I 
!------1---+----l---+---t--D::;.;i::.::f::..::f:..:•---t---==D::.:i:.::.f.::..f.:..• -t---Il 
1
1 4 48 18.62 4.68 .68 !I 
I 0 .91 0 ,I 
'-
, ___ :s___......-...-il-5-6-~+--1-8_._62-t--4-·~5-0-t-· 6-0-;------;-----r---:. 
•i 
3 
2 
2 
1 
4 
1 
56 
56 
56 
18.62 
16.85 
16.85 
51 16.13 
48 I 18.62 
51 16.13 
4.50 
4.02 
4.08 
4.68 
4.08 
•. 60 
.81 
.54 
.54 
.72 .79 
.68 
.sa 
.57 
I 
2.1s· ,I 
: 
.91 i 
I 
----------~--~--~----~------~-----~--------~------~------ :, 
There were no significant differences between any of the 
quartiles . The greate st difference was between Q3 and Q.2 • I 
ll The highest mean score was 18.62 which was the same for Q4 and 1 
Q3 • The range of mean scores was from 18.62 for Q4 to 16.13 
I 
Table XXIII shows the comparison of extent of vocabUlary ~~ 
i scores and the ability to identify word elements by quartiles ~~ 
for grade three. 
II II I, 
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TABLE XXIII 
II 
I 
COMPARISON OF EXTENT OF VOCABULARY SCORES I AND THE ABILITY T 0 IDENTIFY lnl'ORD ELF.:MENTS, GRADE III 
I 
I Quartile No. Mean s.n. s.E. Mean s.E. c.R. 
I Diff• Di:tf'. 
I 
I 
4 79 21.30 5.19 .55 I 
.19 .79 .24 I 
3 79 21.10 5.19 .57 
-
3 79 ' 21.10 5.19 .57 
.07 .85 .oa 
2 79 21.18 5.19 .64 
2 79 21.18 5.19 .64 
I .78 .so .97 1 79 21.96 4.23 .48 
I 
4 79 21.30 5.19 .55 
.66 .72 .91 
1 79 21.96 4.23 .48 
There were no significant differences between the quar-
tiles. The largest difference was between Q2 and Q1 • 
There were very few hearing difficu.lties reported,. Seconal\ 
grade population had none. The third grade was the largest, 
probably the most aceurate because results were based on audio-
meter test, while grades one and two had the whispering test. 
Table XXIV shows the comparison of hearing difficulties 
and the ability to identify word elements for grade one. 
i 
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TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON OF HEARING DIFFICULTIES AND THE 
ABILITY TO IDENTIFY\~ORD ELEAffiNTS, GRADE I 
Quartile No. Number of Hearing P'er 
Difficult iea Cent 
4 85 2 2.4 
3 85 1 1.2 
2 85 1 1.2 
1 85 3 3.5 
The number of hearing difficulties in the population was 
very low, the largest number 3, was in the lowest quartile. 
Table XXV shows the comparison of hearing difficulties 
and the ability to identify word elements for grade three. 
TABLE XXV 
COMPARISON OF HEARING DIFFICULTIES AND THE 
ABILITY TO IDENTIFY VIOFJ) ELEMENTS, GRADE III 
Quartile No. Number of Hearing Per 
- Difficulties Cent 
4 92 12 13 
3 84 10 12 
2 65 9 13 
1 '76 11 14 
There was little difference in this factor. 
I 
I· 
I 
II 
il 
There were aigni:ficant difference s between Q3 and Q2 and , 
Q2 and Ql• The quartilea were not in order, the highest per 
cent o:f inaccurate singers were in 0..2 and Ql• Q3 , Q4 followed 
in descending order . 
~=-~-=-==ir-·---========-=--=--=-=-=· =-c-=.c.=-==:::.... ---- -- -- - _,-c=-=-~-~---· 
I 
I~ 
II 
The second grade had only 35 children reported as in-
accurate singers so this comparison was done on the total 
population. Table XXVII shows the comparison of singing 
ability and the ability to identify word elements in grade 
two. 
TABLE XXVII 
COMPARISON OF MUSIC ABILITY AND THE 
ABILITY TO IDENTIFY WORD ELEMENTS, GRADE II 
No. Mean s.n. s.E. Mean s.E. 
Diff. Diff. 
Accurate 
Singers 120 42.85 11.43 1.04 
.29 2.22 
Inaccurate 
Singers 35 42.56 11.61 1.96 
-
' 
•\ 
'• 
I 
:/ 
•\ 
I 
:I 
I 
:1 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
o.n. ll 
II 
I 
!I 
.13 il I. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
There was little difference in the mean scores of these 
two groups. 
II Table XXVII I shows the comparison of' singing ability and 1
1 
the ability to identify word elements for grade three . 
I. 
I 
II 
;so 
None of the differences were significant . The largest 
per cent of inaccurate singers were in Ql• Q4, Q2, Q3 fol-
lowed in descending order . 
Table XXIX shows the comparison of mental ages of boys 
and girls in grades one, two, and three. 
! 
I 
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TABLE XXDC 
COMPARISON OF MENTAL AGES OF BOYS AND GIRLS,-
GRADES I, II, AND III 
sex No. Mean s.n. s.E. Mee.n S.E. 
Dif'f . Diff. 
Boys 186 81.95 9.03 .662 
.6'7 .941 
Girls 154 82.62 8.31 .669 
Boys 108 94.64 10.23 .98 
.69 
Girls 101 95.12 9.54 .95 
Boys 18'7 106.49 12.25 .90 
1.41 
Girls 134 1104 .'76 12.25 1.15 
c.R. 
.'71 
.51 
1.23 
The mean mental age for the girls in grade one was 82.62 
I 
months compared with 81.95 months for the boys. In grade two, 'I 
the mean for the girls was 95.12 months compared with 94.64 
months for the boys. In grade three, the mean for the boys 
1 was 106.49 months compared with 104 .76 months for the girls . 
I 
I 
! 
'! 
li 
None of the di fferences were statistically significant. 
Table XXX shows the comparison of boys' and girls ' 
ability to identify word elements in grades one, two, and 
three. 
I 
'I 
I 
2.21 .23 
I' III Boys 187 117 . 65 13.23 . 97 
!I II Girls 138 117.14 13.23 1.13 '~---.L----..:--~-------.......1.---~----=----...:....--
I 
1 The differences in gra des one and two were significant and 
' in favor of the girls . In grade tl:!ree , the small difference 
I 
I 
I was in favor of the boys . 
II 
1 Table XXXI shows the compar i son of boys and girls in 
I, reading in grades one, two, and three . 
I 
I' 
,I 
TABLE XXXI 
COMPARISON OF BOYS 1 AND GIRLS 1 READING', 
GRADES I, II, III 
!i·-==::;====:===7====;===T==ir=====r====;=== 
h Grade Sex No . Mean SeD• S. E. Mean S.E. c.R. 
'I Dif'f . Dif'f. 11,,---- -l---+--t----+---t--t-=~~..:..;;;;o-~-r---1 
I Boys 186 12.14 8.76 .602 
3.15 .927 3 . 40 
Girls 154 15.29 8.22 8.76 
II Boys 109 10.85 8.07 .77 
4.34 1.01 4.30 
I 
Girls 104 15.19 6.72 .66 
I III Boys 176 15.41 7.07 .53 
.I Girls 140 18.04 5.00 .42 
3.93 2.63 .678 
The differences in all three grades were statistically 
, significant in favor of the girls. 
The mean score in grade one for the girls was 15.29 words 
,I 
· compared to 12.14 words for the boys, in grade two it was 
I 
I 
;' 15 .19 words for the girls compared with 10.85 words for the 
I 
I 
i boys, and in grade three it was 18.04 words for the girls com-
I 
1pared with 15 . 41 words for the boys . 
I 
I 
,! 
Table XXXII shows the comparison of boys and girls speed 
:i of articulation scores in gr ades one, two, and three . 
ii 
I 
I 
i 
II 
1: 
84 
1/ 
I 
I 
I! 
The mean differences in all grades, while small, were in 
favor of the boys. 
In grade one, the mean score for the boys was 48.21 com-
pared with 47.45 for the girls, in grade two it was 55.38 for 
the boys compared with 54.58 for the girls, and in grade three 
it was 60.15 for the boys compared with 59.03 for the girls . 
Table XXXIII shows the comparison of boys ' and girls ' 
scores on the extent of vocabulary test in grades one, two, 
and three. 
TABLE XXXIII 
COMPARISON OP BOYS 1 AND GIRLS 1 EXTENT OF 
VOCABULARY, GRADES I, II, III 
Grade Sex No. 
I Boys 186 
Girls 154 
II Boys 107 
Girls 104 
Mean 
17.07 
16.'79 
17.59 
17.52 
S.D. 
4.56 .334 
4.05 .326 
. 45 
4.32 . 42 
Mean S.E. 
Diff. Diffe 
.28 .467 
.o7 .62 
C . R. 
.60 
ell 
11-----~~~--~---·~------~~--~~~----~------~------~------
179 I 21.19 
. 41 
III Boys 
. 55 1361 20.35 
5 . 00 
4 . 80 
.84 4 .12 
The mean dif'ferences in all grades were small and in favor 
of the boys . There wa s a slight increase in each grade for 
both boys and girls. 
The mean score f'or the boys in grade one was 17.07 com-
pared with 16.79 for the girls,. in grade two i t was 17.59 com-
1 pared with 17 . 52 for the girls, and in grade three i t was 
I 21.19 for th~ boys compared with 20.35 f'or the girls . 
I 
I 
,j 
It 
' 
'i 
r' 
I 
I 
CHAPTER IV 
St~wARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
'I 
I 
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CHAPTER IV 
S~IARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The study was an attempt to discover the relationships be-
' tween auditory discrimination, as meast~ed by the ability,to 
I· 
' 
· identify word sounds and mental age, reading ability, accuracy 
I' 
'I 
I of art iculation, speed of articulation, extent of vocabulary, 
I 
children in the primary I 1. auditory acuity, and singing ability oaf 
I 
I , grades . 
., 
I; 
Eight hundred and ninety-one children in nine communities 
1 in grades one, two, and three were given group teats of' reading, ,I 
II 
, e.uditory discrimination, and mental abilit~r e.nd individual 
I 
I 
I 
tests for speed and accuracy of articul~tion, extent of vocabu-
lary, and music ability. The hearing acuity was taken from 
the health records. 
The followi~~ conclusions IT~Y be drawn: 
1. None of the factors studied show a high correlation 
with auditory discrimination. 
a. The highest correlation in grades one and t wo 
was with reading, .56 and .52 respectively. 
The correlation with reading in grade three 
was about eqt~l to the other grades, .52, 
rut mental age was higher in this grade, 
l 
II 
----==::::=: =--==== 
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Mental age showed the second highest correla..:l 
tion in both grades one and two, .46 e.nd jl 
.31 respectively. 
d. Speed and accuracy of articulation showed 
little relationship in any grade. 
e. Extent of vocabulary showed an increase in 
grade three. The correlations in this 
factor were .41 in grade three, .19 in 
grade one, and .05 in grade two. 
2 • A study of difference s by quartiles showed that in 
some cases there were differences. 
a. There were significant differences in all 
grades between all quartiles in menta l ag~ 
b. There were significant differences in all 
grades between all quartiles in audi tory 
discrimination. 
c. Mental age and auditory discrimination showe 
significant differences in grade one be-
tween Q3 and Q.2 and ~ and Q.l• There were 
no significant differences in grade two, 
but the largest one was between Q.3 and Q2 
and the smallest between~ and Q1 • There 
were significant differences in grade three\ 
between Q4 and Q3 and Q3 and Q.2. j
1 
II - ~~ ~ 
'\ 
d. Reading and auditory discrimination showed 
significant differences between Q4 and Q3 
in grades one and two, and between Q2 and 
Ql in grade three . 
e. Accuracy and speed of articulation showed 
no significant differences in any quart 
of any grade. 
f . Extent of vocabulary showed no significant 
difference in any quartile of any grade . 
g. The hearing acuity tests were crude, but 
there appeared to be little relationship 
in this factor in any grade . 
h . Inaccurate singers showed significant dif-
ferences in grade one, but l ittle differ-
ence in grades two or three. 
3. A sex difference study showed some significant 
differences in some factors and little difference 
in others. 
a . Girls were superior to boys in all grades 
in mental age and in reading . 
b . Girls were statistically superior to the 
boys in auditory discriminat ion in grades 
one and two. There was little difference 
in the two groups in grade three, and 
this was in favor of the boys. 
89 
c. The differences in speed and accuracy of 
articulation were not significant but 
were all in favor of the boys in all 
grades. 
9 
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Name Grade School 
1 tranquil familiar vagabond 16 quarrelsome guide cream 
2 matter rapidity separated 17 breakfast blunder raise 
3 geyser capitulate · petal 18 quotient guess crafty 
4 luck differ wanderer 19 brilliant blossom drapery 
5 deck temperature highway 20 crowdl. ernsp job 
6 wisdom yacht volcano 21 flutter blood tug 
7 gasoline kaolin lariat 22 loss bantam -lynx 
8 fault vein weighi/ 23 locust hearty grief 
9 document blossom plentiful 24 piccolo fantastic benefit 
10 jonquils drouth bronco 25 slender clasp crib 
11 thorough favor tattered 26 crisis gratitude drab 
12 broadcast blizzard domestic 27 peacock derrick pardon 
13 choice confer classic 28 water workbench lurch 
14 guard creak quotation 29 frontier frozen tradition 
15 thistles whirled hatchet 30 davenport disease protect 
31 rotation remark needlework 46 silky rern.ernb ering napkin 
32 claimed glistened glee 47 senator department stimulant 
33 bullet farewell bushel 48 specimen caravan raffia 
34 candidate gener ally cordially 49 bungalow radius swish 
35 helium happi ness loom 50 roster struck drydock 
36 rusty radish foolish 51 ba throom bonanza apartment 
37 noodles margin measles 52 clatter shamrock thick 
38 dreamed transfer trampled 53 citizen librarian • 1 rrnrac ..... e 
39 sti rrup stir cl amp 54 thimbl e Columbus crush 
40 jog jib fig 55 reason harvesting cousin 
41 rot nicest notion 56 champion imigrant s t udent 
42 credul ous happily capacity 57 l ancer slick burdock 
43 but nearest number 58 pagan camel denizen 
44 basketball proper l y beautifully 59 business alumnus radish 
45 accident naughti est nebulous 60 thir.J.ble rumbl ing rosin 
Name ____________________________ Grade ______ School ________________ _ 
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Directions for Phonics Test 
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(The words used :L'1 this test are not in the childrenr. a 'ocabulnries and 
are not. to be shown in \Jritten form during the testn Unfamiliar wo1.;ds were 
cl~liberately chosen in order to test the ability of the children in auditory 
discr:iminationo 
·vrite these groups of letters on the blackboard:-
c r i o m p 
a z 0 ck f bl 
v s nt c.on 1 
§.~ -~ "Today we are going 
to see how well you hear sou..nds. 
someone to come to the boards and 
mJJIUC 9 'There are :>ome letters on 
m-=T-==-=c are to be encircled.) 
to play a game with some letters. i,Je are going 
Listen to the word I sa~r; "Mimicr1 u I want 
put a ring around the letters th.:lt you hear in 
t.he board t~hat you do not hear." (The sounds 
"Now listen to an.other word, and think of" the letters you will 
rings a r ou.nd i n this ro-w3 'oints t o second row) ~ The word i s ·blockade. n (Have a \"!hild com~ to the l ard 11 and .put a ring around the correcrsot.'!nds bl~o~~ck==a-~·) 
put 
1iJ_,e'i;.C s try one 1 re, Lis ten to the word. comralescent .. rr (.lave chi._d 
encircle th(' correct s01.~~ds ·-con-v--e--1--s-~nt. --) -· . -
ri~!cw _look at the work orr the board. Did we circle the same r..umber o:f 
letters i..11 each row? No o We are going to do some more on our papers~ In SO.illel 
I'O'>'JS we may circle. three letter s a in som.e four or five and· scme six. Be sure 
to listen carefully and circle just the letters you hear . 11 
I -
' 
("v1Jhile there is no time limit,, move alone; rapidly from one i tern to the 
other~) 
11l'Jow l ook at ro-•• 1 on ~rour paper. Draw a rinG around alJ. of tho S ()U!'ids 
'·hut, ~lOU l em, in . the ~vord ,P_;indi!_lf3. o rt 
(Check the papers to see that all have understood the direct.:lonso) 
'
1;\ff;: tdll go right along now. 11 
Rmv 2 Draw a ring arotmd all of t he s ounds you hear in QQO,!.?~£. 
How J - Draw a ring around all of the sounds you hear in ~!'JI..· 
H.ow L;. ·= Dr.:1w £; rinr; around all of the: sounds ;you hear in j''t:ll=b,.s;io!:_\l1.o 
Row 5 Draw a x:v,lne; arolli"ld a l l of' the soUnds you hear in poll tician .• 
Row 6 
Ro-w 7 Draw a ring around. all of the s ounds you hear in con· ~ ~ti-2,~9 
Row 8 
Row 9 
Eo-vi 10 D:raw a :cing Rround all of tlle sounds you hear in ~--E~o 
D:.."'.:.Hr; a :c·ing a r·ound all of t.ha ·sounds you hear in ~t:£_~_ess. 
Drtiw a r ::tnr, around all of ~~he sounds you hear in~· 
l.:.or.;· ~-5 
ft·.)-;'J l ~ 
,., ,..., ~ I ..... , 
', ... J l -· · ._) 
I~ • : .... J.. of tho GOWI.dz you bcr.r i.r.1 
0~1---~:-~er):.. ol t;· 
• ,o,J;.. o:.c...~-· 
r ': ~·-· ,·• . )~ .... .. • '· ,&_: ... 
.:.\.. ': .. ,_ "'~· ...... ··, .• l.>.:' 
v 
-~,m. ) __ 
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